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Preface

The Space Programs Summary is a six volume, bimonthly publication designed to
report on JPL space exploration programs, and related supporting research and
advan_.eddevelopment projects. The subtitlesof all volumesof the Space Programs
Summary are:

Vol. I. The LunarProgram(Confidential)

Vol. II. The Planetary-Interplanetary Program (Confidential)

Vol. III. The Deep Sp.qceNetwork (Unclassified)

Vol. IV. SupportingResearchand Advanced Development(Unclassified)

Vol. V. SupportingResearchand Advanced Development(Confidential)

(Vol. VI. Spac'eExplorationProgramsand Space Sciences(Unclassified) ")
J

The Space Programs Summary, Volume VI consistsof an unclassified digest of
appropriate material from Volumes I, II, and III and a reprint of the space science
instrumentationstudiesof VolumesI and II. This instrumentationwork is conducted by
the JPLSpace SciencesDivisionand also by individualsof variouscolleges, universities,
and other organizations.All suchprojectsare supporh.dby the Laboratory and are con-
cerned withthe developmentof instrumentsfor use in the NASA space flight programs.

W. H. Picketing,Director
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

SpaceP,'ogramsSummary No. 37-29, Volume VI

Copyright @ 1964, Jet PropulsionLaboratory, California Instituteof Technology

PreparedunderContractNo. NAS 7-100, National Aeronautics& Space Administration
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LUNAR PROGRAM

I. Ranger Project

A. Introduction Moon on targeton February 2, 1964,did not accomphsh
the primary flight objective due to a failure of the TV
subsystem to tran._nitpictures. An extensive failure ana]y-

The Ranger Project was established to develop a space
sis was conducted. A document was prepared which

flight technology, for transporting engineering and scien- covered the findings of the analysis as well as the recom-
Uric instruments to the Moon and planets. Nine Ranger mendations for the Ranger 7 through 9 configurat/on.
lamlchings, using Atlas D-Agena B vehicles, are now
planned; seven of these flights have been made.

Beassembly of the Ranger 7 TV subsystem from new

Rangers I and 2 (Block I) were not lunar-oriented, but and reworked units was completed, and the subsystem
was returned to JPL from BCA. Extensive testing of thewere engineering evaluation flights to test the basic sys-

terns to be employed in later lunar and planetary mis- TV subsystem as a subsystem and as part of the Range_ 7
sions. Several scientific experiments were carried on a spacecraft was cm-r/ed out at JPL, after which the
noninterference basis. Indications are that both space- Ranger 7 spacecraft was shipped to Cape Kennedy on
craft performed satisfactorily within the constra/nts of June 17, 1964. Testing of the proof test model continued
the obtained satellite orbit. Ranger_ 3, 4, and 5 (Block II) at JPL.
carried a gamma-ray instrument, a TV camera, and a
rough-landing seismometer capsule; all three of these All preflight tests carried out at the Air Force Eastern
flights experienced failures. Test Range were accomplished on schedule. The first

launch attempt (July 27, 1064) was scrubbed because of
The objective of the Ranger Block Ill (Hangers 8 a launch vehicle problem. The second launch attempt on

through g) flights is to obtain TV pictures of the lunar July 28, 1964, concluded in the successful ]aunch/ng of
surface wh/ch will be of benefit to both the scient/flc Hanger 7 with I/ftoff occurring at 16:50:08 GMT. The
program and the U.S. manned lunar flight program. The outstanding events of the m/ssion were the precision
Hanger 6 spacecraft, which was launched from Cape the m/dcourse maneuver and the transmission of 4316
Kennedy, Florida, on January 30, 1964, and impacted the video pictures of the lunar surface.

!
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Ranger Block IV, planned as a series of *hree flights, Results of testing the spacecraft in the explosive safe
and Ranger Block V, planned as a six-flight series, were area were normal. A precountdown test run showed a
cancelled due to budgetary reasons by the Office of Space TV RFI problem and the Deep Space Instrurr.entation
Sciences, NASA, in July and December, 1963, respectively. Facility a¢ Woomera, Australia, reported discrepancies

with the space loss measurements and varying signal
strength. An RFI test was performed with all agencies
participating. The results indicated that RFI would not
be a problem during the launch countdown, and normal
spacecraft performance was noted. No event correlation
was detected regarding the discrepancies reported at

B. Ranger 7 Operations Woomera.

A countdov, n test to approximately T-It00 was run
1. Preflight Operations to verify that all equipment was ready for the joint flight

a. Space Flight Operations (SFO) System. The SFO acceptance composite test (J-FACT). Normal spacecraft
System preparations for mission readiness were con- operations were indicated. A record evaluation period
ducted in accordance with the SFO Test Plan. This plan confirmed that all testing at Complex 12 was normal.

provides for the following preflight tests: (1) spacecraft- The J-FACT testing started at T-215 and ran through
DSIF/SFO Facility compatibility, (2) operational train- umbilical connector removal, which occurred at approxi-
ing, (3) operational command procedures, (4) DSiF mately T+28. Spacecraft Monitoring reported a power
training, (5)SFOFacility/DSIF integration, and (6)oper- failure and transferred to the auxiliary generator at
ational readiness, approximately T- 44. Spacecraft performance was normal.

b. Spacecraft checkout at ETR. The spacecraft, "IV TV subsystem calibrations were completed without
subsystem, and associated equipment arrived at the Air any adjustment being required. Final flight assembly was
Force Eastern Test Range on June 21, 1964. completed and documented photographically. Spacecraft

power was turned on for an attitude-control Sun-sensor

The spare TV subsystem was tested to verify proper test and a pyrotechnic midcourse-motor verification test.
functioning of the operational support equipment. The Results of the tests showed normal spacecraft operation.
midcourse motor was tested in the explosive safe area
for high-pressure leak. A leak was detected at one of The preflight system test indicated that the ,_pacecraft
the valve seals at a pressure of 3300 psi; this seal was was ready for flight. Then each solar panel was excited
replaced. A backup functions system test showed normal with the solar simulator, and proper operation was
operation for all backup command functions. A system checked for all individual solar panel sections.
test indicated normal spacecraft operation. The only
problems detected during these tests were found to origi- The autopilot, midcourse-motor transducer, and TV
nate in the operational support equipment. These prob- high-power tests were performed. An evaluation of the
lems were corrected, test results showed nominal spacecraft operation. Space-

craft weight and center-of-gravity measurements indi-

A review of the computer/teletype data reduction cated that approximately 3 lb of weight would be
showed that the outputs for the TV subsystem and the required to properly locate the center of gravity through
spacecraft low-rate telemetry measurements did not repre- the midcourse-motor, thrust axis. The final flight weight
sent actual spacecraft performance. These data-handling was 809.57 lb.
problems were solved by cognizant personnel.

The spacecraft was transferred to the Agena adapter
An RF link test was performed utilizing spacecraft for final flight mating. The pyrotechnics were installed,

batteries. All spacecraft direct-access connectors were verified, and connected. The attitude-control gas system
removed in order to simulate flight operations. Cam- was charged to a flight pressure of 3600 psi. Spacecraft
mands furnished by space flight operations personnel functions were verified with the Agena shroud imtalled.
were used for both the midcourse and terminal maneu-

vers. Spacecraft performance throughout the sequence The spacecraft participated in a combined simulated
was normal, launch. The test was run to T-18 see and then recycled

2
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to T-7 mir,. It was concluded that spacecraft operation The Flight Path Analysis and Command Group deter-

was normal, mined the trajectory of the spacecraft and the required
spacecraft midcourse and terminal maneuvers. The

The first countdown started at 06:47 EST on July 27. schedule for the earliest orbit determination was not

Some correlation between Spacecraft Monitoring space maintained primarily due to a lack of early tracking data.
loss changes and Agena tanking start and stop was noted. This problem was not considered critical because of the

All other operations were normal. At T -51, the Atlas nominal appearance of the tracking data, which indi-

personnel called a 30-min hold to replace a telemetry cated a very good sp,tcecraft injection. An input to the
battery. The hold was extended an additional 40 min in maneuver program caused a time error of 80 sec in

order to complete the battery installation. Time was the midcourse maneuver. This problem was not felt to
recycled to T-55, and the countdown was resumed, be _sufficiently significant to necessitate repeating the
Another 30-min hold was called at T-0-2 due to an Atlas calculations.
ground guidance problem. The hold was extended on

an indefioite basix until 12:35 EST, when it was decided Trajectory information based on :wemidcourse orbit

to delay the launch, data indicated that Ranger 7 was on a grazing, backside

The second countdown started at 07:04 EST on July 28. impact trajectory with the Moon at - 12-deg latitude
and 204-deg longitude. The midcourse maneuver to

Test sequences were performed as scheduled throughout correct the trajectory was initiated at approximately
the countdown. The spacecraft was launched at 11:50 liftoff plus 17 hr. Data received during the midcourse
EST, 8 sec into the first window opportunity.

maneuver indicated that the spacecraft performed the
commanded maneuver.

2. Spare Flight Operations

The major events of the mission are given in Table 1 Trajectory information based on the third postmid-
course orbit computation indicated that Ranger 7 ira-

in chronological order, pacted the Moon at selenographic 10.7-deg south latitude

a. Space Flight Operations System. The Space Flight and 20.7-deg west longitude. (The midcourse maneuver

Operations (SFO) System performs those functions dur- aiming point was ll-deg south latitude and 21-deg west
ing flight that are required to achieve the mission ohjec- longitude.) The Moon-referenced impact velocity was

fives. These functions include determining the trajectory approximately 5850 mph, and the altitude from Earth
of the spacecraft, defining and performing corrections to was 0_.43,655 mi. More complete trajectory information

the trajectory, obtaining and evaluating telemetry _rom is given in Table 2.

the spacecraft, transmitting required command functions
to the spacecraft, and receiving and recording the video Communications operations within the SFO Facility

signals from the spacecraft. To fulfill the required func- were very satisfactory. The data processing and com-
tions, the SFO System makes use of the operational puting facilities all functior, ed well within the allo_ved

groups required to direct the mission, the tracking nets failure rates. No problems were encountered in the

required to obtain tracking and telemetry data from the computer programs, except for engineering data evalua-
spacecraft and to transmit commands to the spacecraft, tion, which required much more time than expected.
the Earth-based communications between all o_ the

groups, the data processing and computing facilities The DSIF provided the prime tracking opt, rations for

required to support the operation, and the computer pro- Ranger 7. The ETR tracked the spacecraft downrange

grams. The SFO System which supported the Range¢ 7 and provided look angles to th_ DSIF. Although the look
mission consisted of the Air Force Eastern Test Range angles were somewhat delayed, most of the required

(ETR), the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), data were received.
and the SFO Facility at JPL.

Communications for the mission were generally satis-

b. SFO System performance. The Spacecraft Data factory, with the exception of the circuit_ to Johannesburg,
Analysis Team continuously and satisfactorily monitored South Africa, where excessive outages were experienced.

ar,d analyzed the operation of the spacecraft. The Space Significant improvement was noted over the circuit into
Science Analysis and Command Group selected aiming Johannesburg via Australia. Communications into Aus-

points to the target and determined the "IV picture qual- tralia were very good. Complete space_.a'aft analog telem-

ity to be expected, etry data were received during much of the mission by

1967026771-008
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Table 1. Major events of the Ranger 7 mission
.i ....

Prelaunch ho|d.. 7-2 .-64|1' _MKOClF_ ¢ruo n_ _I_ pe_.onch ovga_ (col1_*d) ,e64t

T--|line, Start, J End, Event (sec after Iihoff, nominal/actual) Time, QMT lie
min GMT GMT Reosen SecondIITC-0 Initiated 09z31h00 7 29

T--60 14_40 I ]ffsSO Schedule hold SecondETC-0verified 09_31h39
T-07 16:33 16_43 Schedule hold ETC-3initiated, switch to low-gain on|anna 09s40:00

Spacecraft events and pesttounch events ETC-3verified, switch to tow-gain antenna 09140:39

Event (se¢ after lit|off, na_mlnal/c,ctv¢,ll Time, GMT I Oats
ETC.4 initiated, initiate midcoursemaneuver

sequence 10100s00
LaunchPlan 28F (Plan F, dated 7.28.64) -- ETC-4verified I0_00s39

Launchazimuth, 96.5 dog - CC&ScommandSC-I, roll mr nearer start 10_0:44

Transmissionof twoRTC-2's(real timecommands) 13,34:00 7-28-64 CC&S commandSC-I, stop I0:01:0|

Spacecraftto internal power central computer | CC&S rommand SC.2, pitch maneuver stad 10:10z09

and sequencer (CC&S) 16:45_0 I CC&ScommandSC-20stop 10,16AI

CC&S inh_blt re|eased 16/411:00 CCLS command motor burn 10_27_)9

CC&Sclear relays(!1-2-1event) 16,49_O0 CC&Scommandmotor off (49-secburn) 10,27:$11
Llftoff 16_50K)S kgln Sunreocqulsition 10_30:39

Mark l, booster cutoff (nomlnaltimol Complete Sunreocquistwior, 10_36K)0

Mark 2, booster iettison (nominallimc kiln Eadh reacquisitic,n 10,58139
Mark 3, susto;per cutoff (nominalflm4 Complete Earth reocquisiflon 10:Sis39
Mark 4, vernier cutoff (nominal timol FirstETC-Oinitiated 11:21K)O

Mark $, shroud ejection (307.4/305.0) (nomtnaltime FirstETC-Overified 1)_21s39

Mark 6, Atlas-Agone separation (310.4/308.1) (nominoltimol S_c,_ndETC-0 initiated 1!_23_00
Mark 7, first Agone ignition (3511.9/349._ (nominaJtlme Second ETC-_)verified 1|,23,39

Mark 8, first Agone cutoff (511.7/506.4) (nominal|iron)! ETC-3 initiated, switch to high-galn antenna l | _25s00

17,13z00 1 REliC-,]varified 11s25s39Command s|_cecraff power up

Mark 9, second Agone ignition (1704/1704.1) (nominall|pne)/ Antenna switch-overcomplete I 1,25A3
/

Mark 10, secondAgone cutoff(1792.2/1793.0) (nomtnalflmq,_J TV subsystembackup clock

Mark 11, firing of payload interface connectors / 24.hr pulse 17_22_10
(1984/1943.3) 17_22z31.; _ 32-hr pulse 09_22:37 74 64

Mark 12, Spcyecraft separohon from Agone / 411-hrpulse 17:22131
(1947.3/1948.1) 17_22L36,_ 64-hr pulse 01 _22_23

Mark 13, Agone tetra ignition (2332.7/2332.3) 1)*:29,06.3 DSIF.I 2 transmitted terminal _tc_-_dcommands I | siS:00
Command solar panel _xtentirm by CC.&S 17_0100 FirstRETC-Oh,;ti¢ded 1| IlSklK)

Solar pane;t extended 17_0:0_. First RETC.Overihed 11_16_10
Begin Su. o_quisition 17_3:00 54KondRETC-0initiated i I :_7_30

Complete Sun acquisition 18_:00 Second RETC.Overified 11:1ll_|0
Begin Earth ocquisition 20:21R)0 SC-4 initiated (l-see _;_,r_ _Kh) 11:|9_30

Complete Earth acquisition _0,64_00 SC.4 verified !1:20_10

First ETC*0 initiated 2_1S_00 ] SC-$ initiated (t*se_ po_ittve yaw) 11,21:30

First RTC-0verified 21,15_38 j SC-Sverlfl_ I 1:2:h09

SecondRTC-0initiated 21:17KX) SC-6 Initi,Jtec[ |;_s_ positive piKh) 11s_3:30

SecondRTC-0verified 21:17:38 SC-6 verified 11:|4_09

ETC-3init:ated, switchto high-gain antenna 2! _19_00 _ First Irl'C-0initiated II _51_00
PTC.3 verified, switch to hlgh-gain antenna 21_19:3ll First ETIC-Ov_rified 11_51_3ll
TV subsystem backup clock E-hr pulse 01:22:36 7.29-64 _)ca)MI IrrC.O initiclted ! IkS3_00

Midcours_,phaseby DSIF-I | (EchoS'te)begun 08_S0_00 I Ik_condETC-Overified ! I kS,l:39
First ITC-0 initiated 0_JIOKX) J REliC.|initiated, c_|l,_mnectCC&S from attitude

Fi,st ETC-0verified 08,$0_39 I _unl_l_ 1! 155100

S_condRTC-0initiated 0S_2_00 RTC.IIVl_ifiod 11k55_19

SecondITC-O verified 0t1_q2,39 RETC-6iflitklted, _ to*li_l mmev_c

SC-I,roll turn i,ltioted (24 sec nominal) 0S_4_O0 seqnanco 1|_25_0e

SC-I, roll _urn complete (24-1_ positive r¢111 0_._4_1 ETC._vm,ified 1_5A7

SC-2, pitch turn tnit|ot*,d (392 _ nominal) 0ll_S6:O0 P-¢kennalw_'mup ccmlmcmdledby TY
SC-2. pitchturncomp_,eh_(392-s_cnegotlvepitch) 011_$6:39 sabsystemclock 13_':1S
SC-3, meteorburn initiated (49.sec burn) 0_l_qlh00 F-clm_nel on full Imwef |3_0ek15

SC-3, verified 08,$1h00 P-ckannal w_'mup :ommended by CC&S 13_10A9

TV subsystembackup c_ck 16-hr pulse 09_2_10 P-cl_mmd N hal Fewe_ 13A:h09
FirstETIC-Oinitiated 09:.36,00 _CtLScemmmck_ TV cmhtll pew_ (ber._q_ 13_1_A9
First ETC-0verified 09::I_:3_ _ _mpact I:IdLS_49

4
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Table 2. Flight path analysis parametersfor pre-midcourssand postmidcoursetobit computahons
and the midcoursemaneuvm

Pmmidcourse n.anevver trajectory Midceurse maneuver InfermMien Icoat'd0

Target conditions (selonogra?hic) Impac! selenogrophlc latitude -- ! 1.0 dog

Latitude at impact -- 12.35 dog _mpoct selonographic longitude "-21.0 dog

Longituda at impact 203.94 dog Commanded midcoursomaneuver yelocity _lcters
Epoch at impact 12.43_J) GMT with v_be-Earth vector 13.G3d_g

_---5.2sac, 7-31-64 w;th prolm:.Sunvector 16.80 dog
Velocity at impact 2.630 km/sec

P_ on_lo --17.02 dell Pestmidceerse memmver trajectory
Azimuth a_gie 267.63 dog

Orbit conditions Ac,uoI largos condificms(selonograph'ic)

Semimaior aals 269,582 km LatthJdo at impoct --10.68 dog
Eccentricity 0.975_5 Longitude at impact -- 20.68 dog
Inclination (from equator) 2|.958 dog Epoch of impact 13s2Ss4t.455GMT,

tight ascension of ascending node 17.046 dog +I.0 sac, 7-31-64

Argument of perigee _4.264 dtg Velocity at impq_t 2.616 km/sec

Earth-find spherical coordinates at in!ettion Path anglo --64.20 dog

Epoch 17119_q4GMT, Aarimuthangle 114.87 de)

7-28-64 _rbit conditions(bcumdon fifth postmidcourseorbit

tango 6567.6 km computa_ianon 7-3t-6_)

Latihade -- 12.676 deg Semlmajor axis 244,087 km
Longitude 14.648 dog Eccentricity 0.97402

Velocity 10.,533km/sec Inclination (from equotor) 28.707 de9
Path anglo 1.380 dog tight ascension of ascending node 16.907 dog

Azimuth pngio 117.38 dog Argument of perlgeo 203.783 dog

Midlcour_4maneuver Infenmatlen |arth.flx_J spherical coordinates at midcourse maneuver
- Epoch I 0s_TLS8.0GMT,

Commanded spacecraft maneuvqr 7.29-64

Spacecraft rail turn 5.56 _ tango 169,075 km
Spococraft pitch turn --86,80 deg Latitude 2.739

ManeuvQrvelocity -aagnltude 29.89 m/see Longitude 277.825 dog

Nominal maneuver aiming information Velocity 12.071 kmlsec
Impoct time 13t25s30.43 GOAT, Path anglo 8.121 dng

7.31-64 Azimuth anglo 270.959 dng

use of voice-quality lines. Microwave trarL_Tnissionto system is electrically complete and is essentially inde-
the Goldstone Tra_-LingStation worked very well during pendent of the spacecraft, except for receipt of commands
the mission, from either the spacecraft receiver or the _ntral com-

puter and sequencer (CC&S) and utilization of the direc-
tional antenna

1. Major Assemblies

C. Ranger 7 TV Subsystem o.Ctm_vm. The camera systemis cor.,prisedof two

Descriptionand Flight _,.(r.)sca. (400 optical line pairs)cameras, F. and Fb.andfour partial-(P-)scan(100 optical line pairs)cameras,
Performance Pl through P4. The F-cam,.,-rasoperate alternately over

c,_mmunieations Channel F, and the P-caamras opezate
The Ranger Block ill "IV ,,ubsystem is designed to altenmtelv over cormnur.ications Channel P. The nomimd

obtain video pictures of the lunar surf_,ce that a:e at fields of view for the cmnerae are given in Fig, 1. Each
least an order-el-magnitude better in resolution than any camert eonsists of a camera head assembly and its indl-
available F.arth-h_._d lunar photographs. The "IV rob- vidual camera electronics assembly. Synchronization and

5
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the respective RF transmitter channel modulator, and
25 (SQUARE)

[ t CAMERA F,, ] generates the internal full-power command for the trans-mitter 80 sec after the warmup command is received by

I' " t the TV subsystem.
t I
[ ALL DIMENSIONS IN DEGREES 1 C. Telecommunication=. The communications equip-

[ I merit is made up of two transmitting channels and an

I " -- : " '_:'_-:-_-.... 1 RF combining section. Each channel contains an L-band

I - " "_':_- -'_ _: -] frequency-modulated transmitter (with a modulator, two
l frequency multipliers, and an intermediate power am-

[ " -. -_ "_-2_.4 l plifier), a 60-w power amplifier, a telemetry processor,

" ""_._I o 5 : : _] and a transmitter power supply. Each transmitter oper-[ _"-'_-" _ ates within a bandwidth of approximately 900 ke, witht
" :"i_ _o.5_ " I e 7 the outputs of the Channel F and P transmitters centered

[ "-"Qi_-"'_'_" :_ ("" _--_'-_--_ " '_ o 5 ] at 959.52 and 960.58 Me, respectively. A 160-ke band be-
[ _^:_'_ __ _ - o5_; t the transmitter output frequencies is reserved for

1,-_63(SOIUA_,__JII__E__II/-- the spacecraft transponder transmitter, a four-port hybrid

I [__/ 417'- t/ ring in the RF section is used to mix the outputs of the

.__..- ,..._: two transmitting channels, the combined output being
_ '----'- .... 3.'Aexls) fed to the spacecraft RF coupler. A dummy load is

included in the RF equipment to dissipate the combining
loss.

_--S4(SQUARE)--_ A 15-point sampling switch operating at a rate of

Fig. 1. Camera fields of view, showing overlap pattern 1 point/sec is used to sample the critical temperatures and
voltages. During the cruise mode, the output of the

_ntrol signals for the F- and P-cameras are provided by 15-point switch drives a Channel 8 Inter-Range Instru-

their respective camera sequencers, and the amplified mentation Group subcarrier 3-ke voltage-controlled oscil-

video outputs from the cameras are fed to their respective lator (VCO). An AC amplifier and transformer connect

video combiners for transmission. The F- and P-camera the oscillator output across the spacecraft interface, where

outputs modulate the Channel F and P transmitters, re- it is mixed with other telemetry signals for transmission

spectively, by the spacecraft telemetry system.

The dynamic ranges of the cameras are set such that

the range of lunar luminal_ce from 20 to 2700 ft-L is During the terminal mode, a 90-point sampling switch
covered. Cameras F_, P3, and P4 are set to cover 20 to 650 operating at a rate of 3 points/see samples subsystem

ft-L, while Cameras Fb, P1, and P2 are set to cover 80 parameters to provide detailed diagnostic telemetry data.

to 2700 ft-L. The F- and P-cameras have shutter exposure The 90-point data contain engineering measurements of

times of 5 and 2 msec, respectively. Cameras F_, P3, and the operating parameters during the "IV warmup and
P4 have 25-mm focal-length lenses, and Cameras Fh, P1, video transmission periods (full power). The commutated

and P2 have 75-mm focal-length lenses, output drives two redundant chains for transmission of
these data. Upon full-power initiation, these telemetry

b Camera and control sequett'er. The sequencer con- data are transmitted over'Channel P and Channel 8.

sists of two separate links: Channel F and Channel P.
Each link contains a video combinel, control programmer,
camera sequencer, and sequencer power supply. The d. Electrical power. The TV power assembly consists

group generates synchronizing signals for the individual of batteries and voltage regulators, with Channels F and
cameras, controls camera exposure and readout, combines P each having an individual battery and high-current

the video from the individual cameras with sync and tone voltage regulator for supplying unregulated and regu-

code signals (Camera Fb video only is identified by a lated power to the operating assemblies. Each battery is
144-kc tone burst), applies the composite video signal to comprised of 22 series-connected silver-zinc oxide cells

6
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and has a capacity of 40 amp-hr. The high-current voltage change of energy between the TV subsystem and other
regulators supply -27.5 "- 0.5 v de and the unregulated sources (or links) of thermal energy. The thermal mass
battery voltage between -30.5 and -36 v de. Each has of the structure is the primary heat sink during the ter-
a ,.ilicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) turn-on device that is minal mode of operation.
used to switch on prime power to the system. A low-
current voltage regulator supplies power from the

2. Modes of Operation
Channel P battery to the crnise-mode telemetry.

The Ranger TV subsystem is required to operate in
the following two basic modes during the lianger Block

e. Command and control. Control circuits are included lII m_ssions:
in this unit to:

(1) Turn off Channels F and P by means of Real-Time a. Cru/se mode. Cruise-mode TV subsystem operation
Command 5 (RTC-5). furnishes (for subsequent transmission to the Em'th-based

data recovery stations) commutated 15-point TV sub-
(2) Transfer the dock-start command to the distribu- system telemetry data from the telemetry assembly 3-kc

tion control unit. VCO to the spacecraft bus data-encoder Channel 8

(3) Inhibit dock turn-on of Channel F before separa- carrier. The telemetry is initiate3 prior to launch and
tion plus 32 hr. remains on throughout the mission, with the exception of

spacecraft Mode II operation during the midcourse

(4) Inhibit dock turn-off by RTC-5 before separation maneuver.
plus 32 hr.

Also operating during the cruise mode is the TV
(5) Turn on cruise-mode telemetry either prior to backup dock, which is initiated at Agena-spacecraft sep-

launch or at separation plus 30 rain. aration. The clock is pre-set to initiate the Cbannel F

(6) Control and allow (us;ng isolation diodes) redun- terminal-phase video operation at a predetermined
dant powering of the telemetry assembly by either turn-on interval before the nominal predicted impact

time. The TV backup clock output and turn-off by RTC-5the Channel F or P regulated voltage outputs.
are inhibited until separation plus 32 hr.

f. TV backup clock. This clock, a solid-state timer with
an over-all accuracy of ___5min, is used as a backup for b. Terminal mode. At the initiation of TV warmup
Channel F turn-on in case of a failure in both the CC&S during the terminal video phase, the 15-point data axe

and the RTC-7 links. It is activated at Agena separation switched from Channel 8 to the TV subsystem Channel F
and can be disabled by an RTC-5 after separation plus carrier, and 90-point data are transmitted over the

32 hr. (The Ranger 7 clock was set to activate Channel F Channel 8 carrier; the 90-point data are also transmitted
at 67_'4hr after Agena-spaceeraft separation.) over the Channel P carrier. Terminal-mode TV operation

furnisheg a dual-channel (Channels F and P) frequency-
modulated signal in the 960-Mc band for transmission of

g. Structure and thermo_ control. The external strue- video and telemetry to the Earth-based data recovery
ture is that of the frustum of a right circular cone topped stations. Channel F, centered at 959.52 Me, contains corn-
by a cylindrical section. Its primary strength is provided posite video signals (0- to 177-kc video base band) from
by an external box span consisting of stiffened panel the two F-cameras and 225-ke telemetry data (15 points).
sections supported by eight longerons. The electric as- Channel P, centered at 960.58-Mc, contains composite
semblies mount on structural decks supported by the video signals (0- to 144-kc video base band) from the
longerons. The cameras are mounted on a solid machined four P-cameras and 225-kc telemetry data (90 points).
camera bracket housing within the top cylindrical see- The bit capacities of the F- and P-cameras are 2.6 × 10_
tion, with a view area provided in the external thermal and 2 × 11)_ bits�see, respectively, for each camera. The
shroud, capacity of the RF link for each channel is 11.7 × 105

bits/see.
The thermal control of the TV subsystem is entirely

passive, with a thermal shield (mounted external to the The terminal mode is normally initiated 15 min before
structure body) and fins used to control the radiative ex- lunar impact by the CC&S warmup command ('I'V-9).

7
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The CC&S is backed up by an RTC-7 turn-on command During the mission it was determined that the attitude
at 12 min before impact. The battery outputs are applied of the Sun-oriented spacecraft would be such as to give
to the respective high-current voltage regulators by an acceptable figure of merit for good-quality TV Fie-
means of the warmup signal. The -27.5-v de output from tures. TLerefore, it was decided to turn on Channel P
the high-current voltage regulator is applied to the 15 rain prior to impact by initiating the CC&S counter
camera and sequencer electronics and transmitter modu- with a terminal RTC-8/-6. Since the backup clock would
lator,and the urregulated battery output is applied to the command Channe] F warmup at 18 min, 30 sec before
telemetry, shutters, and communicatiolts equipment. Each impact, this clock would not be inhibited by an W[C-5.
channel, after an 80-see warmup cycle, is switched to the From these considerations it was decided that the RTC-7
full-power mode by a command from the sequencer unit. would be held in readiness to be given at impact minus
The full-power command causes the relays in the respec- 12 min ff the CC&S turn-on of Channel P failed to
rive transmitter power supplies to apply high voltage to occur.

the intermediate and final power amplifiers in the com-
munications chains. A backup for the full-powm- mode Ls
provided by a CC&S full-power command (TV-3), which
is given 5 min after the initial CC&S warmup command;
this command will switch the transmitter power supply 9o (a) CAMERAFoLENSHOUSING I I ]

relays if the full-power command from the internal so , I [ I
,sequencer fails. The TV backup dock will initiate Chan- __..2:_ ]-----_ .... ----_--- _......

nel F operation at a predetermined time before impact, ro ,,_ -,,,j I I I I
independent of the spacecraft commands (nominally 30 "- "
min before impact). 60 ",,1%._. __.] .... .]_._ ......

5O
IOC

{b)ToPHAt{-y -AXmS)

3. Ranger 7 TV Subsystem Flight Performance 9c f-T- _ _1 ..............
-i- I

The performance of the Ranger 7 TV subsystem from 8e '--'_'--. . ,

its prelaunch checkout to its operation in the terminal ro _'_
phase of the mission was normal. All operating param- /|'_--!
eters were within design specification during the 68 hr, _ 60 /

35min, 43 sec of the mission. There was a slow drift of _90[(clLOWEaSHROUO{-r-AXlSI|LI_] !
1 or 2 cps of the Channel 8 VCO for the entire mission, _ so-_1_-"---- 1.... _--1 .......

which is within the over-all tolerance of -+-2cps for this _ I_[___
unit. The communications signal level was normal. The
F- and P-cameras took 4316 photographs of the lunar _"

surface with g°°d c°ntrast and excepti°nally n°ise'clean 9°1(d)CAMERAFnELECTRONICS[ "_._"-_..__ | / I I -Z

signals. The lunar lighting conditions, although higher __"_------I ..........than predicted, were such that all six cameras rendered eo

high-quality pictures whose resolution was many times ro _,_{.._._ ' _-1' I_---_" ___

greater than that of existing lunar photographs.
60 _ _ _" --_ --

90 (e) CHANNEL P BATTE_
.... i_- °_"-_.... I-F --It was anticipated, and subsequently noted, that Telem- o__ _ _ _

etry Points 15-3 and 15-10, Channels P and F, battery _ -
current measurements would be ditt_cult .to interpret r0 ,_'---L----L_--'--

I throughout the cruise-mode portion of the mission. The 6a ..... i

I only engineering information obtained from these read- _gr-LAUNCH
ings was that the system current fell between ½ and 0 5o0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 55 40 --.IP TERMINAL

MANEUVER

amp. (The nominal cruise-mode current is 150 ma ob HOURSOFFLIGHT
Channel P and 50 ma on Channel F.) Cruise-mode reso-

t lution was sacrificed to obtain high resolution for the Fig. 2. Nominal cruise-mode tempe,atures plotted
terminal phase, prior to the Ranger 7 flighti

!
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Fig. 2 shows the nominal temperature curves for the "°l ' ' I
TV subsystem that were plotted before the Ranger 7 I-" CHANNELF ] /
mission. It should be noted that all of the cruise tempera- Ioo_--- doy ofyr: 213 "Jhr 13

tures during the actual flight came within 4°F of the | j<
nominal temperatures (solid lines), which were well 9o-- //I
within the flight limitations (dashed lines). Fig. 3 pro-
vides actual temperatures for the TV subsystem (lens _ 80

!'°II10 I I

(b) CHANNEL P

SO (o) CAMERA Iro LENS HOUSING' _ IOOI- doy of yr: 213 /

I hr: 15

,o I ,o

60 I ro Ioe ,o _z 14 ,6 le 20 z2 z4 ze
9O

(b) TOP HAT GMT, rain

oo /'-- .._-----.__ v Fig.4. ChannelFand Pbatteryvoltagesduringthe
cruisemodeand terminaloperationof Ranger7

70

housing, top hat, lower shroud, Camera Fb electronics,
Channel P battery) obtained during the cruise mode and90

to)LOWERSHROUD the terminal operation. Fig. 4 gives temperatures of the
Channel F and P heat sinks during the terminal operation.

J I

°I
" During the cruise mode, the temperature of the lens

r° I housing held steady at approximately 67°F (Fig. 3a); the
_- nominal temperature was 64.5°F. The first group of

60 I high temperatures was caused by: (1) the lens temper-gO

(d) CAMERAFbELECTRONICS ature on Earth before launch was 78°F, and (2) the

eo [ spacecraft was tumbling and the lens may have absorbed

\ reflected light from the Earth during this period (untilthe spacecraft was attitude-stabilized). The second group
7o _'----. _ _ of high temperattu'es occurred during the midcourse

maneuver, during which the lenses were pointed directly
6o into the Sun, thereby causing their temperatures to rise.

go e.e)CHANNELP BATTERY When the spacecraft was brought back to its proper at-

t titude, the temperatures returned to normal. The thirdoo I / group of high readings, which occurred during the ter-
-- " minal phase, was c_used by light energy reflected from

?o the lunar surface.

,o The top hat temperature stabilized at 84°F (Fig. 3b);
I0 20 06 16 02 12 22 011 18

=_o, I ="_ I ==: I =Is: the nominal temperature was 82°F. The first sharp drop
in temperature took place when the spacecraft was in the

_r, _y ofy,:hr Earth's shadow and no light emanating from the Sun

Fig. 3. Actual temperatures obtained during the cruise warmed the top hat. The second drop occurred during
mode and terminal operation of Ranger7 the midcourse maneuver, when the spacecraft was again

9
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so oriented that little of the Sun's light warmed the top D. Combined Space Sciences
hat. The fast thermal response of the top hat accounts
for the sharpness of the changes, and Systems Analyses

The lower shroud temperature was normally between 1. Ranger 7 Camera Calibration and
74 and 76°F (Fig. 3c); the nominal temperature was Mission Analysis'

72°F. The drop in temperature during the midcourse a. Introduction. The fundamental objective in calibra-
maneuver took place since the spacecraft was so oriented tion and analysis of a space photographic system is to
that little light from the Sun warmed the lower shroud, maximize the value of the system as a scientific instru-
The sharp rise in temperature during the terminal phase ment. Information may also be obtained which can be
was causcd by interna_ heating from the TV subsystem used for improving design and for providing definitive
in fidl-power operation. The sharp changes in tempera- specifications for future procurements; however, this dis-
_ure were due to the fast thermal response of the lower cussion wi]l be primarily concerned with those factors

shroud, which can increase the usefulness of an existing desig_n.
There are two important areas to be considered: (1) the

The Camera F,, electronics temperature was normally selection of the optimum areas on the lunar surface and
between 69 and 70°F (Fig. 3d); the nominal temperature the determination of the proper lighting conditions, and
was 72°F (2) the determination of camera operating characteristics

such as sensitivity and resolution. There is some overlap

During the cruise mode, the Channel P battery tern- between these areas; however, it is convenient to discuss
them separately.perature was about 76°F (Fig. 3e); the nominal tempera-

ture was 75°F. The sharp rise in temperature at the end
of the mission was caased by the high current demands The selection of the optimum impact area requires an
(16 amp) imposed on the battery at that time. The slow essentially mathematical analysis since the object is not

available for testing. A study of the photometric charac-drop in temperature at the beginning of the mission was
teristics of the objectmin this case, the lunar surface--caused by the battery's high thermal mass.
and a mathematical description of the camera system are
required. Once this has been accomplished, one can pre-

The Channel P battery plateaued at -34.3 v, while dict the performance of the camera and, in fact, deter-
the Channel F battery plateaued at -34.6 v. The mine the size of the smallest known object which may
reasons for the Channel F battery taking so long to be detected in the data for various areas. The complete
reach its plateau are as follows: (1) during testing the mathematical description of a real optical system is
Channel F battery was subjected to less drain than extremely complicated. With a TV subsystem, one must
the Channel P battery: 14 amp, as compared to 16 amp; consider the scanning operations and the image sensor,
and (2) during cruise its drain was only 0.05 amp, as which further complicate the analysis. It quickly becomes
compared to 0.15 amp for Channel P. The sudden drop in apparent that a complete characterization is impractical
battery voltage during the terminal phase was caused and that some approximations are required for mathe-
by the high current demands at that stage of the mission, matical simplicity. For the impact area selection, it is
Yet, the high voltage levels of -32.4 v on Channel F obvious that a complete description of the camera is notand -31.9 v on Channel P indicated that the batteries
had at least another 30 min of life in them at the end required. One may carry through the entire analysis for

a single point on the optical axis. The results can then
of the mission, be applied with fairly minor errors over the entire field

of view. Further, the effects of the scan lines may be
The normal rise in temperature for the Channel F and ignored since their contribution will be the same for any

P transmitter heat sinks is shown in Fig. 4. The high area considered. With these simplifications, a mathemat-
reading of the Channel F transmitter heat sink of 106°F ieal model of the camera has been constructed along
was well below the maximum safe level of 140°F, and with a photometric model. This mathematical model is
the high reading of the Channel P transmitter heat sink discussed in Part b that follows.
of 98°F was well below the maximum safe level of

132°F. This indicates that the temperatures were low aPaperby G. M. Smith,D. E. Willlngham,and W. H. Kirhofer,
enough to permit operation of the TV subsystem for at presented to the InternationalAstronomicalSociety, Hamburg,
least another 22 min. Germany, September 1, 1964.
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The determination of the camera parameters serves: tion probability versus S/N has been made by the
(1) to provide the camera characteristics required for authors of Ref. 1; however, Schade (Rcf. 3), among
the mathematical model, including sine-wave response, others, has shown that an educated observer can detect,
light transfer characteristic, system noise, and film granu- with a "good" probability, features that produce S/N : 3
larity; and (2) to obtain information for surface lumi- for the observer. Note that (1) S/N : 3 for the observer
nance measurements. This parameter determination and implies that the observer has been allowed optimum
the lunar impact area selection process, trajectory, mission viewing and filtering of S and N, and (2) detection does
sequence, and terminal mode analysis for the Ranger 7 not require shape and size interpretability.
flight are discussed in detail later in this article.

To specify the contrast of the square surface element
b. Mathematical model development. The selection of and the general surface luminance distribution, one must

optimum lunar aiming areas for the Ranger spacecraft have knowledge of the h, nar photometric properties. In
requires consideration of lunar topography and photom- deriving a generalized photometric function, mare obser-
etry, camera characteristics, and spacecraft viewing vations were selected from the work of Sytinskaya and
geometry and trajectories. In addition, possible non- Sharonov (Ref. 4). (This work was chosen because of its
standard flights after selection of a desired impact area completeness and convenient data form.) The mare data
offer an infinite number of situations from which the were combined and averaged to obtain a generalized
optimum terminal mode of operation must be selected, lunar reflectivity model as a function of phase angle and
A quantitative method for quickly arriving at such deci- luminance longitude (Ref. 5). The phase angle is the
sions prior to and during flight is thus a necessity. For angle formed by the line of incidence from the Sun and
this purpose, a mathematical model utilizing a camera the line of emission to the observer from the observed
system description, a generalized lunar photometric func- point; the luminance longitude is the projection of the
tion, a human observer model, and a trajectory-spacecraft emission angle (the angle formed by the local normal
description has been developed and programmed into a and the line of emission to the observer) into the plane
digital computer (Refs. 1 and 2). Because of simplifying containing the phase angle. A sign convention is applied
mathematical assumptions and lack of experimental veri- to the luminance longitude depending upon whether the
fieation prior to the Ranger 7 flight, the output of the longitude is toward the Sun (-) or away from the
computer program was considered only a relative indi- Sun (+) (see Fig. 5). The data averaging process was
cator of system p,"_ormance. This performance indicator, performed by plotting mare reflectance values versus
denoted as the figure of merit, is an estimate of the small- luminance longitude for a constant phase angle and then
est surface feature that can be detected by an observer constructing an average line through these points. This
viewing the output 35-mm film positive from the camera plotting and averaging was done for approximately ten
system. More explicitly, the figure of merit is defined as phase values. Using these curves, plots of the photo-
the size of the smallest square element on the lunar sur- metric function versus phase angle were made for con-
face with representative contrast with the background stant luminance longitude. Slight modifications were
(contrast defined here as the magnitude of the difference made in the data points to give smooth curves, thereby
in luminance between the object and the background) ensuring internal consistency. The resulting function is
which can be detected by an observer viewing the plotted in Fig. 6.
35-ram film.

Upon combining this lunar reflectivity function with the
Detection of something in a film implies that the par- solar illumination constant (taken here to be 12,900 ft-c),

titular detail of interest has contrast with the background a predicted lunar luminance in ft-L can be calculated
(as reproduced on the film display) such that it is lifted for any viewing geometry. Note tha' sudaco homo-
sufficiently out of the background noise (i.e., film granu- geneity is assumed so that luminance v_uiations arise
laxity, TV scan pattern, electronic noise, etc.). That is, solely from changes in surface orientation. The appro-
for a given detail to be detectable, it must have a signal priate element constrast with the background to be used
to root.mean-square (rms) noise ratio (S/N) greater than for calculating the figure of merit would then be that
some predictable value. Of course, S/N for threshold obtained in an average over the most probable surface
detection varies from observer to observer and from orientations of lunar relief. For mathematical simplicity
day to day for a particular observer. Therefore, when a right circular cone, whose base angle is a computer
specifying detection, one should actually state a probe- input parameter, has been chosen as a representative
bility of detection. No extensive investigation of detec- surface feature. Interpretation of radar reflection data

I!
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(o) POSITIVEa SURFACE The contrast with respect to the background is caIcu-

NORMAL lated at several points on the cone, and an average value

DIRECTION _ is selected for the square surface element. This averag-

OF_ ing includes any shadows the cone might produce since

shadow area contributes to feature detection. The figure

of merit is then calculated by determining the size of

DIRECTION the smallest surface element with this contrast which,

OF INCIDENCE _+)//__ when projected through the TV snbsystem, producesS/N= 3 for the observer. It should be noted that the

viewing geometry is dependent upon the position of the

lunar impact area with respect to the terminator, the tra-

/ jectory characteristics, and the terminal mode orientation

of the spacecraft; hence, the average contrast determined

above (and consequently the figure of merit) is strongly
dependent upon the position of the observed point and,

thus, the impact point on the lunar surface.

With appropriate restrictions of system linearitv, photo-
sensitive surface uniformity, and vertical and horizontal

SURFACE sc m independence, and with the neglect of scan line
(b) NEGATIVEa NORMAL structure (not a serious assumption here because of the

large number of scan lines involved), the image of the

DIRECTION square surface element through the TV subsystem to the
OF EMISSION

DIRECTION 85-mm film output is calculated with the following

OF INCIDENCE equation derived from Fourier analysis:

T(_,,1) = r,, + (2_y J_= du

/:x elyB(x-u, y-v) f,(u) f,(v),

where

B(x,y) = the input luminance distribution

To, A = the coefficients in the system light trans-
fer function, assumed at least piecewise

i = INCIDENCE ANGLE linear
= EMISSION ANGLE

g = PHASE ANGLE

a = LUMINANCELONGtTUDE f_(U),fv(V) = the Fourier transforms of the independ-
ent horizontal (parallel to the line scan)

Fig. 5. Viewing geometry and definition of phase and vertical (perpendicular to the line

and luminance longitude scan) sine-wave response functions

T(_,,I) = the film transmission distribution in the
off the hmar surface has shown a mean surface orienta- image of B(x,y)

tion of 15 deg with the local horizontal. Because relief

detail is of interest, a larger angle should be assumed, Further mathematical simplification has been made by
since the sloping portions of the surface must offset the neglecting phase shifts in the sine-wave response func-

flat areas in producing the over-all average of 15 deg. tions and assuming that the amplitude of the response
Furthermore, the angle of repose of vacuum-deposited functions can be epproximated by a gaussian curve.

dust is approximately 30 deg. For these reasons, a repre- Thus, the sine-wave response functions can each be

sentative cone base angle of 30 deg has been chosen, specified by one term: the gaussian width parameter.

,i 12
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Fig. 6. GeneraJized lunar photometric function

The calibration data necessary for deriving the light where T(k,,ky) is the frequency transform of T(_,,I), with
transfer coefllcients and the gaussian width parameters the constant term T,, neglected.
will be discussed later in this article.

The observer will, of course, see a certain amount of
With the specification of the camera transfer charac- film noise contributed primarily by system electronics

teristics and the viewing geometry, the output signal on and film granularity. With tie further assumption of
the 85-mm film can be computed solely as a function of gaussian white noise (justification for this assumption will
the square surface element dimel)sion, not be presented here), the amplitude of the noise as

seen by the observer can be determined as follows.
The next step is for the human observer to view and Again from Fourier analysis, the rms noise is:

interpret the resultant fihn image. "It has been assumed ft'***

that the observer optimizes viewing conditions such that <N"> = (2,r)2Kr [[ dk, dk, JH(k,,k,)12 ,
the image stands out from the background noise as much J J-,_

as possible. In the mathematical treatment, the observer where K_ is a film proportionality factor which is a
is represented as a low pass optimizing filter, H(k,,k_). function of the mean film transmission. The constant Kr
Thus, the signal presented to the observer by the square can be mea._ured by scanning the film with a micro.
surface element after optimization of viewing conditions photometer. For a square scanning aperture of width a,
is: it can be shown that

ff2" "g(_,_)= ak,ak,x(k,,k,)r(k,,g,), tc, = <t¢_,>(_), '

13
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where _N_ is the rms fluctuation in the micropho- series of photographs is taken. The film density at each
tometer output. Therefore, from a microphotometer trace light level is then measured with a seanning micro--
of film _tri,, reproductions with various mean trans- photometer, and a brightness-density plot is made. A
missions, K,. can be determined as a function of mean typical plot is shown in Fig. 7.
transmission. Hence, through the light transfer function,
K_,is known as a function of input scene luminance and, The main problem in making the light transfer meas-
further, the rms noise after viewing optimization by the urements is to account for the differences in the emission
observer is known, spectra of the collimators and the reflected solar radi-

ation from the Moon. It is usually not practical to dupli-
No specification has yet been made of the filter form cate the solar spectral characteristics with calibration

of the observer, H(k_,kv). As has been shown, the filter collimators; however, by measming the spectral eharac-
affects both S and N, so one would suspect that an opti- teristics of the collimators, vidicons, and photometers,
mum filter form does exist. By proper positioning of sufficient data can be obtained to calculate a correction
frequency cutoff points, many filter forms can approxi- factor. This correction factor is used to adjust the colli-
mate the optimum filter results. Since it is, therefore, not mator brightness so that the camera illumination directly
an unreasonable approach to do so, we have assumed that corresponds to the equivalent solar radiation. The proce-
the human observer can also approximate the results dure used to obtain the spectral correction factor is
of the optimum filter device. It can be shown by use of described in Ref. 6.
the Schwarz inequality that this optimum filter form is
completely specified by the input signal T(k,,kv), so that There are many other practical problems involved in
the resultant S/N is again solely a function of the square making these measurements (such as variations in shut-
surface element. Hence, the S/N presented to the ob- ter exposure times and variations in _idicon sensitivity
server after viewing optimization can be shown to be: across the target surface) which reduce the accuracy of

the measurement. With all factors considered, a measure-

1 f f �€�Af �laccuracy of ___20%is expected. The use of all six
S/N- (2w)'Kr'JJ_ df, d'lIT-_'Tfl,,,_..,J- du® cameras should improve the ±20% figure somewhat

because the measurement from each camera can be used

× f+® dv B(x-u, ey-v)f,(u)l,(v)I _. to check the other cameras and, if good agreement is
J-®- found between the cameras, the confidence in the meas-

urement is greatly increased. The preliminary Ranger 7
The element dimension is contained within the expression results have not shown good agreemeat between all
B(x,y), so the element dimension or figure of merit for
which S/N = 3 can be determined, cameras; however, three of the six cameras agree within

10%. The data reduction is still in progress and the

The figure of merit, as defined above, provides a very
useful indicator of a spacecraft TV subsystem's perform-

ance capabilities in terms of resolution. It incorporates zs _]-----7
the effects of the environment in which the subsystem
must operate, the nature of the scene being viewed, the 2o
subsystem's inherent parameters, and the human observer
capabilities into a measure of the smallest objects de- CAMERAXI I lI[ll / I
tectable in the scene. _ ,., _ --

r/:_ _-_

e. Parameter measurement _ ,o -_
Light transfer characteristic. In order to obtain abso-

1

lute photometric information about the lunar surface,
camera sensitivity is measured as a function of incident os
illumination at the camera. Because the camera lenses

are focused for an object at infinity, it is necessary to .
illuminate the cameras with collimators. The illumination • 2 4 s ,c 2 • • ,o • 4

is adjusted with neutral-density filters through the entire sctat m_aT_.SS.,-t.
useful range of the camera in 12 steps.At each step, a Fig. 7. Typicallight transfercharacteristic
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final results are expected to give an absolute luminance be considered linear over the amplitude range of the
measurement of the impact area with an accuracy of signal. Since the purpose of the mathematical model of
10 to 15%. the system is to determine minimum detectable object

dimensions under various conditions, it is apparent that
Modulation tran#er function. The Fourier transform small signals will be the basis of the analysis and that no

techniques used in the mathematical description of the generality is lost in the linearity assumption.
cameras require a knowledge of the spatial frequency
response of the system. The most straightforward way For measurement convenience, it is desirable to ,se
of obtaining the frequency response of the system is to the highest modulation in the test slides which is corn-
photograph an object which has a sinusoidal va_,'iation mensurate with the linearity assumptions. The criterion
in brightness. The resulting film is then analyzed to used to establish the maximum modulation in the sine-
determine the reduction in modulation caused by the wave slides was a maximum peak-to-peak error in the
trar_'ferthrough the camera system. Repeating this proc- output signal of 7%. Using the measured light transfer
ess for spatial frequencies from zero to the limiting char,o.cteristic,a series expansion is made for a sinusoidal
resolution of the system provides the necessary informa- input signal, and the modulation is calculated based on
tion to plot the loss in modulation as a function of spatial the distortion c_terion. The maximum modulation was
frequency, found to be 25%; this value was used to obtain the typi-

cal response curve in Fig. 8.
The above procedure provides only one part of the

modulation transfer function: the amplitude response. The actual measurement of the transfer function is
The other portion of the transfer function which must made using slides with sinusoidal variations in transmis-
generally be considered is the phase shift in the signal sion on one axis and with constant transmission along the
caused by the system. Since phase shift is considerably orthogonal direction. The slides are placed in collimators
more difficult to measure in a "IV subsystem, it is perti- which illuminate the cameras and are photographed. A
nent to determine whether phase response is important series of these slides, each with a different spatial fre-
Shthis particular case. For systems with a symmetrical quency, is used. The horizontal response is determined
point spread function, it can easily be shown that the by positioning the slides so that the direction of constant
phase shift is zero at all spatial frequencies. One would transmission is perpendicular to the scan lines. The verti-
expect, however_ that a vidicon camera would not have cal response is obtained by rotating the collimators 90 deg.
a symmetrical point spread function because of the
nature of the scanning process, which involves charging ,z
the vidicon target with the electron beam. In order to
establish whether phase was important, a special slide

O
was prepared with a very narrow bar across it. The slide ,o

was placed in a collimator which was photographed with

the camera system. The image of the slide on the _5-mm j_film was then analyzed and found to be nearly sym- _ 0s

metric. The width of the bar was reduced so that it was _ _, -C_U_IANCU_V_
barely discernible in the system noise, and the symmetry 0, _. s3s

IaO

was maintained. On the basis of these measurements, 0_ os

the phase response was assumed to be constant within __

the frequency range of interest, and the expected phase _
shift from the charging of the vidicon target was there- _ o4 _,
_oreassumed to occur beyond the passbend of the system.

It is implicit, of course, that the system is considered o.z !

linear when one applies Fourier techniques. A "IV sub- [
system is not linear for large amplitude signals, so the [ ',_
lineartty assumption requires a careful consideration of o0 5 Io 15
signal amplitude when making spatial frequency mess- FREOUENCY ON _-mm FILM, cycles/ram
urements. The usual technique for an-lysis of physical
systems is to use small sigmds such that the system may Fig. 8. Typical sine-wave response
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The peak transmission of the slides was 50%, and the terminator. Note also the computer program input param-
minimum transmission was 30%. eters utilized in deriving these particular contours. The

contours were further superimposed with lunar topo-
System noise. System noise is made up of the electrical graphic characteristics (mare impact areas were desired)

noise generated in the camera and the receiver, as well and predicted spacecraft aiming accuracies to obtain a
as the granularity in the 35-mm film. Since all three primary target area of ll-deg south latitude and 21-deg
sources of noise have roughly the same character, it is west longitude for a July 0,8, 1964, launch. Primary aim-
convenient to group them together as the total system ing points were also selected for all other possible launch
noise. The measurement of system noise is made by dates.
scanning the film with a microphotomcter. The resulting

record is analyzed graphically to determine the rms value The Ranger 7 spacecraft was launched at 16:50:08
of the fluctuations as a function of film density. This GMT on July 28, 1964, from the Air Force Eastern Test
value is used in the mathematical description of the Range at Cape Kennedy, Florida, using an Atlas D-
cameras to determine S/N. Came, a noise and communi- Agena B boost vehicle. The inertial direction of flight
cation noise are also indicative of system performance, relative to the launch site was 96.8 deg east of north.
and measurements are made during testing by other The initial boost phase was terminated 506 sec from
means, launch when the Agena-spaceeraft was placed in a 187-

km-altitude c'.'rcularparking orbit at a geocentric latitude
It is worth noting that, due to the very high S/N and longitude of 25.0 and 298.3 deg, respectively. The

values in both the camera and communication system Agena-spacecraft coasted in the parking o_bit in a south-
(30 to 40 db), the film granularity is significant. The film easterly direction over the Atlantic Ocean for 19.97 min
recording process must, therefore, be optimized so as to to a geocentric latitude and longitude of -9.7 and 9.1
reduce the effects of the film grain as much as possible, deg, respectively, where the second Agena boost phase
The optimization involves selection of the film density was initiated. This boost phase continued for 1.5 min,
range, development gamma, cathode ray tube bright- during which time the vts viva energy of the spacecraft
ness, and the choice of the film itself. A density range was increased from -60.7 to -1.47 km2/sec "_.The termi.
of 1.5 and a film gamma of 1.4 are currently being used; nation of this boost phase (injection) concluded the boost
the film is Eastman Kodak Type 5374 TV recording film. portion of flight.

d. Ranger 7 mission analysis. During a preflight opera- The spacecraft was injected into an Earth-Moon trans-
tional mode, necessary _ystem parameters and encov,Rer fer orbit 29.9 rain from launch at a geocentric latitude
geometry are known. With the assumption of a time and longitude of-12.9 and 15.1 deg, r_pectively. Injec-
before impact at which the last picture is taken, and with tion occurred at a true anomaly of :3.16deg in the transfer
the specification of the spacecraft terminal mode orien- orbit. This transfer orbit, inclined 28.9 deg to the Earth's
h;tion, the figure of merit can be calct,lated as a function equatorial plane, exhibited a semimajor axis of 289,700
of impact latitude and longitude. In addition, the rms km and an eccentricity of 0.._757.
image motion over the camera field of view is calculated
for each impact point, and contours are drawn using
only the larger of the two values (figure of merit or image Within 1 hr after injection, the spacecraft was receding
motion). Where image motion is the larger, the contours from the Earth in an almost radial direction with de-
are dashed. In practice, two terminal orientations are creasing speed. This reduced the geocentric angular rate
examhLedprior to launch: (1) the nominal orientation of of the spacecraft (in inertial coordinates) until,at 1.4 hr
tile central reference camera axis along the trajectory "afterinjection, the ar,gular rate of the Earth exceeded
or velocity vector, thus minimizing image motion; and that of the spacecraft. This caused the Earth track of the
(2) the no.terminal-maneuver orientation, spacecraft to reverse its direction from increasing to

decl"easing Earth longitude (Fig. 10).

Bepresentative contours used in the Ranger 7 opera-
tional analysis are shown in Fig. 9. One will note that Tracking data gathered and reduced prior to the mid-
Ihe optimum impact areas for Camera Fb--i.e., the con- course maneuver indicated that the spacecrdt would
tour which indicates the smallest figure-of-merit value-- impact the Moon at a selenographlc latitude and iongi-
occur approximately 0.,5deg from the terminator, while tude d -IRA mid 2_.5 deg, respectively. The _unar
for Camera F, the optimum is about 10 deg from the transit time from injection was then 67.4 hr.
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Fig. 9. Ranger 7 preflight analysis, Camera F, and F_flllure-of-medt comurs
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The midcourse maneuver was calculated to adjust the and proceeded in a south-easterly direction, crossing the
trajectory to impact at the primary target area of ll.0-deg equator 46 min prior to impact at a selenocentric west
south selenographic latitude and 21.0-deg west seleno- longitude of 42.2 deg in a direction 28.6 deg south of east.
graphic longitude. In addition, the midcourse maneuver

was selected to adjust the flight time from injection to The first F-channel pictures were taken 17.22 min
impact to be 68.1 hr in order to allow the TV camera prior to impact at an altitude of 2126 kin. At this time,
backup turn-on clock to be utilized ,as designed. This the spacecraft selenocentric south latitude and west Ion-

maneuver required a 24.89-m/soc change in velocity, gitude were 3.3 and 35.9 deg, respectively. At impact,To properly align th,_ thrust direction of the midcourse
the velocity vector was 25.8 deg from the local vertical

motor for the maneuver, a 5.O-deg roll turn and -86.8-
in a direction, projected into the local horizon, 114.9 degdeg pitch turn were required. The midcourse motor was east of north.

ignited at 10:27:09 GMT on July 29, 1964. At the end of
the 50-sec burn duration of the midcourse motor, the
geocentric distance was 169,075 km and the inertial speed TF,e encounter geometry illustrated in Fig. 11 relates
relative to the Earth was 1.755 km/sec. Analog telemetry the trajectory and lunar trace to the lunar area viewed
data received at the Goldstone Tracking Station and by the F,-and Fb-cameras. In addition. Fig. 11 gives the
relayed to the Space Flight Operations Facility at JPL trace on the lunar surface viewed by the optical axis of
gave every indication that the midcourse maneuver was the F,- ard Fb-eameras prior to lunar impact.
executed exactly as commanded. This was further veri-

fied by the observed doppler tracking data being essen- During the cruise mode and terminal portion of flight,
tially the same as that predicted for the maneuver, the Ranger 7 spacecraft was stabilized by a cold gas jet

attitude-control system. This system derived its reference
Following the midcourse maneuver the spacecraft re- from the Sun and Earth. The Sun sensors allowed the

acquired the Sun and Earth, thus returning to the cruise spacecraft roll axis to be aligned with the -z-axis toward
mode on its way to lunar impact. Early postmidcourse the Sun. The Eaxth sensor was used to orient the high-
tracking data were reduced and indicated that the space- gain antenna toward Earth, which consequently _ept
craft would impact the Moon at a selenocentric south the Earth in the -y, z plane of the spacecraft. (The x, y,
latitude of 10.7 deg and selenocentric west longitude of and z orthogonal coordinate system associated with the
20.7 deg. The flight time from injection was resolved to spacecraft is defined in Fig. 12.)
be6&1 hr.

The reference direction for the camera alignment was
Following this impact area verification, the detailed 38 deg from the z (or roll) spacecraft axis. The optical

terminal mode study was begun. In all, seven terminal centers of all the cameras were within 0.5 deg of the
orientations were examined. The small amount of image spacecraft y, z plane. The relative camera alignment
motion (0.7 m in the last P-camera frame), the very desir- with reference to the spacecraft coordinates is shown in
able surface trace in the no-terminal-maneuver case, and Fig. 13.
the relative insensitivity of the figure of merit to orien-
tation changes within those considered made the no-
terminal-maneuver orientation nearly optimum. At lunar encounter, the Moon was very near its third

quarter, with the projection of the Sun at a selenographic
north latitude and west longitude of 0.9 and 87.6 deg,

At about 63 hr from iniection the spacecraft experi- respectively. The lunar libration was such that the pro-
enced a minimum inertial velocity of 0.850 km/sec rela- jection of the Earth was at a lunar north latitude and
tire to Earth. This gave evidence that the spacecraft was west longitude of 5.8 and 5.2 deg, respectively. Thus,
being accelerated towards the Moon by the lunar gravity, with the Sun and Earth as reference, the y, z spacecraft

plane was then inclined to the lunar equator by approx-
Tho spacecraft encountered the Moon in direct motion imately 5 deg. Because the camera axes are nearly con-

along a hyperbolic trajectory, with an incoming asymptote tained in the y, z spacecraft plane, the cameras were,
direction at an angle of -5.57 deg from the lunar in general, pointing south of the lunar equatorial plane
equator. The orbit plane was inclined 28.84 deg to the by approximately 5 deg. This explains the southerly posi-
lunar equator. Thus, the lunar trace of the spacecraft was tion from the trajectory trace of the area viewed by the
initially above the lunar equator by appro.vdmately5 deg optical centers, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
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F_g. 11. Lunar encounter geometry
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Fig. 12. Spacecraft coordinate system
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Fig. 13. Ranger 7 camera fields of view (¢ont'd)

and logic module (Fig. 14). The solar cell temperatures
were stabilized at 47 and 45°C for the + x and -x panels,
respectively. The back temperature transducer on the
+x panel indicated a temperature of 44 to 45°C, which

E. Ranger 7 Power Subsystem indicated that sufficient power was being dissipated in themiddle shunt regulator of the + x panel to raise the back
transducer temperature to nearly equal the solar cell

!. Solar Panels temperature.
Testing. The fligP_tsolar panels were handled according

to the standard preflight test sequence, which includes an At the start of the midcourse maneuver at 10:00 GMT
inspection, an electrical performance test in sunlight, an

on July 30, 1964, the solar panel raw power load" in-insulation leakage check, a zener regulator check, and
creased to approximately 150 w. The spacecraft started

cleaning and surface touchup as required. All tests were
its pitch turn at 10:10:07 GMT. Fig. 14 illustrates thecompleted on schedule with satisfactory results.
solar panel performance for several pitch angle (Op)
values. At a pitch angle of 47.4 to 49.6 deg (between

Flight performance. The solar panels on the Ranger 7
10:13:41 and 10:13:51 GMT), the solar panels were not

spacecraft operated within expected limits during the
able to supply the 150-w raw power load, causing a

entire flight. During and immediately following the first
switch to the solar panel-battery sharing mode. After the

Sun acquisition, the --x panel supplied more current to
midcourse motor burn, the spacecraft reacquired the Sun.

the spacecraft load than did the +x panel. This was a
About 10:32:55 GMT, the panels were again able to

direct result of the -x panel being illuminated first,

] thereby allowing it to supply current and warm up faster supply the complete power load.
than the +x panel. As the temperatures stabilized on
both panels, the current sharing became equal and the At approximately 68 rain prior to impact, the solarI

panel voltages increased. When thermal equilibrium was panel temperatures began to increase due to intercepted
achieved, the voltages stabilized at equal values, radiant energy from the Moon. The last reading before

impact showed that the front temperatures had increased
During the spacecraft cruise mode, the solar panels 13"F and the back temperatures had increased 160F

supplied 123 __.3w of raw power to the power switch over the cruise temperatures.
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Fig. 14. Solar panel performance during the Ranger 7 mission

The solar panels were supplying a nominal 123 -+-3 w Flight performance. Battery launch use, 8 amp-hr, was
to the power switch and logic module when impact greater than that for Ranger 6 due to a difference in

occurred at 13:25:50 GMT on July 31, 1964. Earth shadow conditions. The 2 amp-hr used in the

midcourse maneuver brought the total usage to 17 amp-hr;

this is less than 20% of the minimum capacity available
2. Batteries from the two batteries.

Testing. Electrical bench checks were performed on

the flight batteries. The units were coated to give added The temperatures were generally lower for Ranger 7

protection to the circuit-beard terminals and component than for Ranger 6. The Case 5 battery was held

leads. Between checks, the units were stored in a con- between 76 and 88°F, and the Case 6 battery was
trolled environment at the speci6ed 50°F temperature, held between 80 and 92°F; these values are well within

The flight batteries were not installed on the spacecraft the battery operating temperature range of 50 to 130°F.
until 2 days prior to the final system test. Operat:ng

use prior to launch was approximately 7 amp-hr, which The voltages under load were as predicted and agreed

was greater than that for Ranger & with the/langer 6 values. The open-circuit voltages were
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as predicted, but were lower than those of Ranger 6 due in a highly satisfactory manner. The Sun sensor set,

to differences in preflight environments as well as differ- which contains two pairs of primary Sun sensors and two
ences in use. secondary Sun sensors, has a 4_r-steradian field of view;

the Earth sensor has a field of view of 20 deg in hinge
and 10 deg in roll (Fig. 15). Sun sensors are energized 1 hr

after launch to provide two-axis (pitch and yaw, Fig. 15)

error signals to the attitude-control switching logic and
gas jets, which then act to null the Sun sensor error

F. Guidance and Control Sub- signals. The third axis (roll) position of the Ranger is
controlled by error signals from the Earth sensor, which

systems and Components, _ energized about 4 hr after launch. The directional radio

Ranger 7 antenna is then pointed toward Earth by a combination
of spacecraft-roll and antenna-hinge-axis positioning.

1. Sunand EarthSensors

The Sun sensors and Earth sensor used for angular Flight performance. The Ranger 7 spacecraft was

attitude reference during the Ranger 7 mission performed within the shadow of the Earth when the Sun sensors

f

f

jj __ -..x,.,..O.A.E._ OSUN DIRECTION INTO PAPER

// ., \\
// ©,- \\

PRIMARY SECONDARY \

........
\ \ SUNSENSOR.- _ SUNSENSORS, /

\ -,
^_ N INITIATION_.2" --_'__EART, ,'OS,T,ONAT

_ ,_" \ \ I / "'7" oFR0U.SEARCH

_" \SEARC. I I i ,/ c_ LAN)_LZv,Ew
O,.ECTION_ 20'.,i OO

- EARTH SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW
AT INITIATION OF ROLL SEARCH

Fig. 15. Ranger 7 relative configuration when Earth reacquisition command was given
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were first energized and remained there until about 7 min Fig. 16 shows a preliminary comparison of Earth
after the Sun acquisition command was given. During light-intensity data telemetered from the Ranger 7 Eartl:
this time, no position error signals were available from sensor and various theoretical predictions. All the predic-
the Sun sensors. When the spacecraft emerged into the tions considered the Earth to be a perfectly diffuse
sunlight, it rotated toward null about 110 deg in yaw and reflector. For the first 2 hr of flight after the Earth sensor

26 deg in pitch. Sun acquisition was completed 6.5 min was first energized, thc angular diameter of the Earth was
after the spacecraft emerged into the sunlight, larger than the field of view of the Earth sensor. The

Earth light-intensity calibration curve for the Earth
sensor includes a 1.9 correction factor to compensate for

The Earth-probe-Sun angle was 55 deg when the Earth the difference in spectra: characteristics of the light
acquisition command was given. The Earth sensor had reflected from the Earth as seen by the Earth sensor and
to search 310 deg about the roll axis before it "found" the the Earth simulator which was used to calibrate the

Earth (Fig. 15). Earth acquisition was completed 23 min Earth sensor.
after the command was given.

The temperatures of the primau Sun sensors and the

Earth sensor during the Ranger 7 flight were improved
The midcourse maneuver consisted of a 5.56-deg roll over those during previous Ranger fights. A thermal

tin'n, a -86.8-deg pitch turn, and a 29.89-m/see motor shield was installed on the Ranger 7 a,ltenna yoke to
burn. The Sv,n sensors reacquired the Sun 5 min, 40 see lower the temperature of the Earth sensor. _l'he Earth

after the reacquisition command was given. Because of sensor temperature during most of the flight was 62°F,
the residual roll rate after motor burn, the Earth was compared to 86°F fer the Ranger 6 flight. The maximum
only -2 deg from the Earth sensor null when the allowable Earth sensor temperature is 95°F. There was

Earth reacquisition command was given. Therefore, only a 2°F temperature difference in the two pitch pri-
the Earth sensor immediately acquired the Earth when mary Sun sensors for the Ranger 7 flight, compared to
its power was turned on. about a 10°F difference for the Ranger 6 flight.

EARTH PHASE ANGLE, deg

io

..... _ |1 1 1
TELEMETRY DATA

_ I ' ---- -- O_ ATTITUDE REFERENCE PROGRAM PREDICTION F-_

4 4

HAND-CA'CULATEDPRED,CT,ON /
= "_ I"1 COMPUTER PROGRAM PREDICTION |[ |]

'; 6

2 ' ' ' I

SPACECRAFT DIS'lANCE FROM EARTH CENTER, Eorth rod,, I I I [ [ I= - q _ '=' Q I _ I_ _ "1 "- I o I_ _ -I ml o l
_o-' I il J I 1 I I . il I I I 1 I II II I I I1
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Fig. 16. Comparisonof Ranger7 Earthseniorlight-Intensitytelemetrydata and predictedvalues
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2. Antenna Actuator Flight performance. On the Ranger 7 mission, the

The function of the antenna actuato: on the Ranger antenna actuator held the antenna in a stowed position
from launch until roll search prior to Earth acquisition,

spacecraft is to support and position the high-gain an-
at which time it was extended to a predetermined angle

tenna. In certain operating modes (such as at launch, at of approximately 1,35 deg. At Earth acquisition and
the midcourse maneuver, and prior to Earth acquisition), throughot, t the cruise phases of the flight, it positioned
the antenna is moved to and held in a predetermineA the antenna toward Earth on commands from the Earth
fired position (Fig. 17). At Earth acquisition, the antenna
position is continuously corrected to maintain orientation sensor circuit. During the midcourse maneuver, the
toward Earth. actuator, on command, moved the antenna to an ex-

tended position to clear the exhaust path of the mid-
course motor. At the completion of Sun reacquisition, the

Functionally, the actuator loop operates as a relay Earth was in the field of view of the Earth sensor;
servo; the characteristics of the servo are such that, when therefore, the reacquisition of Earth took only a few
the antenna position error exceeds 2 deg, the antenna is seconds instead of the allotted I.,_,hr.
driven 1 deg to reduce the error to 1 deg.

The power required to operate the actuator is less than 3. Jet Vane Actuators

4 w. No power is required to hold a position; once the Three-axis control of the Ranger spacecraft during the
commanded position is reached, the circuit remains off midcourse maneuver is provided by four vanes located
until a correction is to be applied, in the exhaust stream "f tb: midcourse motor. Each of

the vanes is attached to an actuator, independently con-
Physically, the antenna actuator consists of a gear train trollable to rotate the vane ±25 deg from the trail

assembly, a hou4ng, an output gear assembly, a yoke as- position to deflect the exhaust stream for thrust vector
sembly, and a dual potentiometer, with a total weight of control. The assembly of four actuators and vanes and a
8.5 lb. One element of the potentiometer is used in a mounting ring weighs 3.5 lb.
feedback loop for positioning the antenna at a pre-

determined angl_ prior to Earth acquisition. (This angle The actuator consists of a DC torquer and a dual
is determined and set just before launch.) The other potentiometer, whose center-tap corresponds to the null
element furnishes a position signal to the telemetry, or trail position of the vane. Functioning as continuous

control servos in a linear position control loop, the actua-
tors comprise the output stage of the midcourse autopilot.

. During the midcourse maneuver, attitude error signals
from the gyros are processed by the autopilot electronics
and are applied to the torquers as DC voltages essentially

_._,:_:_.'- ....._.,.- . _-:/ proportional to the vane deflection force required.

"_ :' Pitch and yaw signals are applied to the respective pair
,a_ ?_ of actuators, and roll control signals are superimposed on

• ...& . .. ", _ those to all four actuators. In each actuator, one elemelJt
:...._,_-_,.:_,: ,, of the potentiometer furnishes a feedback signal to the

;:_':_: _. control system, and the other provides a position signal

':_g_. - for telemetry readout.

e_, 3 .__, . _ The actuator's DC torque motor provides constant
, torque at constant voltage independent of position. Cur-

_' _ " _.' ._ rent drain is fl0 ma at the rated torque, which is 2 oz-in.

F_ "" _ "_ -'_. To isolate the potentiometers from the space environ-
, " . __,__ merit, the actuator is sealed with an internal atmosphere
" of 90% nitrogen and 10% helium. The allowable leak

Fig. 17. lanl/erantonno actoator with yoke in rate of 5 X 10-_ standard cm"/hr provides an ample
stowed position margin over the normal duration of lunar missions.
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Flight performance. During the Ranger 7 mission, tbe solenoid-operated valves expel the gas through jet noz-
jet vane actuators maintained the spacecraft in the atti- zles in response to control demands as determined by the
rude to which it was turned for the duration of the mid- attitude-control subsystem. The jet valves fire in pairs,
course motor firing, which are so located as to produce approximate couples

about the yaw and roll axes. Pitch t,_rques are not gen-
erated as couples.

4. Attitude.Control Gas Subsystem

The Ranger spacecraft is stabilized after injection, Each half-system Js capable of both positive and nega-
positioned for various maneuvers, and held within limits tire torques .*_hourall three axes, giving complete redun-
during cruise, by reaction thrusts from cold-gas jets. The dancy, in case one half-system is lost for any reason. The
attitude-control gas subsystem provides the supply of gas pressure vessel is sized to supply the worst-case condi-
and get.crates the thrusts req,ired by the control .,nlb- tions (as well as counteracting the thrust from a valve
system, stuck in the open position at launch) and to provide a

small reserve.

As part of the redundancy concept, this subsystem In additior, to providing torques to the spacecraft for
consists of two identical halves mounted on opposite positioning, the gas subsystem is instrumented with a
sides of the spacecraft. In each half-system, an equipraent pressm'e transducer and a temperature transducer, which
plate (which also serves as a shear plate in the spacecraft provide data on the high-pressure subsystem for tele-
structure) supports a pressure vessel, a pressure regulator, metry transmission to F_h so that a gas usage analysis
a shutoff valve, a two-jet-valve manifold assembly, and a can be made.
main electrical connection. Also mounted on this plate

are a pressure transducer and a fill manifold with a Flight performance. During the Ranger 7 flight, the
protective filter and bleed check valve arrangement, as gas subsystem provided torques to stabilize the space-
well as a separate test temperature transducer connection craft after injection, to turn it for Sun and Earth
and the necessary thermal shielding. "fhe four additional acquisition, to maintain cruise attitude within the allow-
jet valves completing the half-system are mounted on able limits, and to orient the spacecraft for the midcourse
legs of the spacecraft and are piped to the pressure correction. Gas usage was somewhat lower than nominal;
regulator outlet, no ma_functions occurred to cause excess usage provided

for, and some maneuvers occurred at optimum timing.
In operation, gaseous nitrogen is initially supplied to

the pressure regulator from the 231-in? pressure vessel at A large quantity of data on teml_catures and pressures
a pressure of 3650 psi (it may eventually reduce to 200 psi in the two gas storage vtmels was received; very stable
with usage) and is delivered to the various valves at temperatures were indicated, giving evidence of good
15 psi above ambient by the pressure regulator. The thermal control.
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II. 3urveyor Project

A. Introd uction Through 1966 spacecraft will be injected into the lunar
trajectory by direct ascent, using single-burn Atlas-
Centaur vehicles. For launches prior to 1966 a 50-m/see

The Surveyor Project will take the next step in develop- midcourse correction capability will exist. Launches
ing lunar technology by attempting soft landings on the performed in 1966 will require a 30-m/see midcourse
Moon with a group of test missions whose objective is correction capability.
to demonstrate successful soft landing by post-landing

spacecraft operation. An engineering payload including Hughes Aircraft Company is under contract to develop
elements of redundancy, increased diagnostic telemetry, and manufacture the first seven spacecraft.
touchdown instrumentation, and survey T_' will be used.

Following the test missions, the geaeral objective is to

conduct lunar exploration to extend our knowledge of B. Spocecroft Systemthe nature of the Moon and to discover and verify the

suitability of sites for Apollo spacecraft landings. These Uevelopment
flights will carry a scientific payload selected from the
following experiments: two-camera TV, micrometeorite The following material relating to the Surveyor space-

ejecta, single-axis seismometer, alpha-particle scattering, craft system development was prepared by the Hughes
soil properties (surface sampler), and touchdown Aircraft Company. The principal model designations and
dynamics, vehicles discussed are defined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Model and vehicledesignations sensor, (4) development of a statistical method for deter-
mining position and thrust of the roll control nozzle for

Designation Description spacecraft stabilization in the presence of random dis-
sc-1-4 Flightspacecraftwithengineeringpayload turbance torques, (5) an analysis of thermal control con-
SC-5--7 Flightspacecraftwithscientific payload straints on lunar day operation of the A-21A spacecraft,
A-2I Model designation for spacecraft with engineering (6) design of the mission sequence evaluation program,

payload1SC-1--4) and (7) development of a computer program for linearity
A-21A Model designation for spacecraft with scientific pay- analysis of TV pictures.

load ($C-5-7)

T-21. Model A-2I prototype system t, st spacecraft Flight control The attitude control system functioned

T-2 I A ModelA-21AWotatypesystem:,stspacdcrafl satisfactorily in firing of the vernier engines on T-2 while
T-2 Simplifiedspacecraftforevaluationofterminalde- tethered from a balloon. A more refined calculation of

scent propulsion andfllght4:ontral nitrogen gas consumption for attitude control indicates
S-2 Test spoceframe for vibration, shock, and static strut- that the gas supply margin is greater than previously

turaltesh_ estimated. Chassis core material in the flight control
5-6,-7 Test spaceframe for vernier propulsion system tests

electronics unit was changed from a foam to a honey-
$-8 Te_t spacecraft for flight control buzz tests

comb to overcome separation of components from the
circuit boards under vibration.

System engineering. Only slight changes in the A-21
and A-21A spacecraft configurations were made during Electronics. A procedure for custom tuning of the
this period. A detailed evaluation of the use of the 79 planar __rrzyantennas was developed to overcome execs-
silicon controlled rectifiers on the A-21 spacecraft was siva VSWR encountered with some antennas in thermal-
made. The conditions under which their operation is vacuum tests. A new thermal control scheme was deter-
marginal were defined, and circuit studies are under way mined to keep the temperature of the altitude marking
to eliminate any marginal conditions, radar within permissible bounds; two test versions of the

marking radar with performance improvements are being
Scientific payload. Possible incorporation of a touch- evaluated. The first flight-type radar altimeter and dop-

down dynamics experiment is being investigated. The pier velocity sensor (RADVS) was delivered from Ryan,
auxiliaries for the seismometer, alpha scattering, and and the S/N-1 model is nearing compl-,tion of type-
micrometeorite ejecta detection experiments were de- approval tests.
signed and activities leading to type-approval testing are
approaching completion. A developmental model of the Electrical power supp|y. Acceptance testing of the see-
alpha scattering deployment device is being butt; it and flight-type solar panel was completed. Of 10,000
incorporates a new knob for redeployment of the sensor solar cell modules received to date from Heliotek, 99%
head by the surface sampler. A change in the soil have been acceptable for flight. The space calibrated
mechanics/surface sampler to enable it to reach one of solar cell- solar panel correlation program was cam-
the spacecrah footpads for calibration purposes is being plated. Four prototype main batteries with the new cell
studied. The "IV approach camera is ready for assembly design passed type-approval vibration tests; performance
on SC-1, and the survey camera is receiving flight ac- in preliminary thermal-vacuum tests was satisfactory.
ceptance tests. Type approval testing of the survey
camera is under way. Modifications have been incorpo- The_nal cont,'ol. A study of the Compartment B wir-
rated in the variable focal length lens to correct difficulties ing harness indicates that harness heat losses are less
encountered in type-approval testing. The TV mirror than expected, which improves the compartment per-
unit with externally detented stepping motors is expected formance estimate. Thermal control requirements for the
to meet all positioning accuracy requirements after one vernier engine were defined for Reaction Motors Division
further modification. (RMD); the change from aluminum to titanium for the

propellant tanks will require use of tank insulation blan-
System _. The analyses reported include: (I) a kets. A portion of the solar-thermal-vacuum tests con-

study of time-of-flight uncertainty, (9.)a demrmination of ducted previously at JPL on the MT-I Sector I thermal
the ei_ect of error in midcourse correction time on land- test spacecraft was repeated in the Hughes space simu-
ing accuracy, (3) an examination of conditions under lator; the results con£u'medthat the environments of the
which moonlight might cause loss of lock in the Canopus two facilities are similar.
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Engineering mechanics. Burst testing of the fourth tion, subcontractor audit, field operation surveillance,
type-approval shock absorber indicated adequate strength, and type-approval test review war carried on during
New thermal control coatings and variation of preload this period.
with temperature were evaluated on a shock absorber
in the MT-1 landing gear. The mathematical model for The former spare vehicle for the descent system tests,
modal vibration of the S-2A vehicle is being modified to T-2S, was upgraded to replace the destroyed "I"-2vehicle
suit the upgraded vehicle. Type-approval vibration test- and was successfully drop-tested in a partially complete
ing of the S-2A vehicle has started; a motor housing frae- configuration from a balloon at Air Force Missile DeveI-
ture in the antenna/solar panel positioner during lateral opment Center (AFMDC) to verify the improved recov-
vibration is being investigated, cry _ystem. The complete T-2S system, including vernier

engines, was then operated while tethered from the
balloon. Descent tests are planned to start in September.

Spacecraft vehicle and mechanisms for basic bus. Test Testing of the RADVS and associated equipment in the
vehicle assembly included upgrading of the structural T-2H helicopter installation was successfully concluded.
test vehicle (S-2A) and the current upgrading of the System functional testing of the T-21 spacecraft disclosed
T-21 system test spacecraft prior to resumption of system problems to be corrected in the current upgrading of
functional tests in mid-September. A new backup vehicle T-21; RFI and static discharge tests were completed and

i for the T-2 descent tests is being built, and the first flight- preparations are being made for the vibration and
'_ type spacecraft, SC-1, is being assembled for system tests thermal-vacuum-solar test phases.
I to start in ea, ly September. In the mechanisms area, the

J" two omnidirectional antenna mechanisms for the SC-1 Mission operations. From initial tests of command aad
'_ spacecraft completed flight-acceptance tests. A develop- data handling console compatibility with the Goldstone

mental antenna/solar panel positioner with modifications Deep Space Station, no basic equipment problems are
to meet higher loads has been built for test on the S-2A expected in the formal tests to follow. Assembly of the
vehicle. The detent mechanisms for "IV mirror stepping safety console that will accompany the spacecraft from
performed satisfactorily in life tests, the explosive safe area to the launch pad is approaching

completion; detailed procedures for conducting this
Reliability, quality assurance, and system test. Reli- transport were formulated. A system was worked out for

ability analysis and vendor surveillance continued during supplying Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) with
the period. The reliability test program was started, and omnidirectional antenna patterns to aid in tracking and
improvements in both the Canopus sensor and the aux- data validation. Two of the three operations consores to
iliary battery will result from the tests. An acti,,e quality pedorm power and safety functions during the prelatmch
assurance effort, including technical problem investtga- period have been built.
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THE PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARY PROGRAM

III. Mariner Project

A. Introduction A secondary objective is to provide experience and
knowledge about the performance of the basic engineer-

The early objective of the Planetary-Iaterplanetary ing equipment of an attitude-stabilized flyby spacecraft
Program is the initial probing of the planets Mars and during a long duration flight in space farther away from
Venus by unmanned spacecraft. The initial probing the Sun than the Earth. An additional secondary objee-
of Venus w_s successfully accomplished by Mariner 2. tive is to perform certain field and/or particle measure-
The next step toward this objective is the initial probing ments in interplanetary space during the trip and in the
of Mars by two Mariner C spacecraft planned for the vicinity of Mars.
1964-1965 opportunity.

Plans have been made for two launchings of the
The primary objective of the Mariner C mission Mariner C design spacecraft from two separate pads.

(Mariner Mars 1964 Project) is to cohduet closeup (flyby) All activities will be planned to exploit the limited
scientific observations of the planet Mars during the launch period to the maximum extent. To accomplish
1964--1965 opportunity and to transmit the results of this, spacecraft and launch vehicles will be processed in
these observations back to Earth. The planetary observa- parallel, so that following the launch of the first space-
tions should, to the greatest practical extent, provide craft, the second may be launched without delay, no
maximum information about Mars. TV, cosmic dust, and earlier than two days after the first.
a reasonable complement of fields and particles experi-
ments will be carried. In addition, Earth occultation

experiment equipment will be carried on at least one of Both Atlas D vehicles have arrived at the Air Force
the spacecraft to obtain data relating to the scale height Eastern Test Range (AFETR). The first Atlas was erected
and pressure in the atmosphere of Mars. The occultation on Launch Complex 13 in preparation for the combined
experiment may be waived on the second mission if such system test. The first Agena D is also at AFETR and the
action maximizes its probability of success, second is scheduled for shipment early in September.
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The first of the flight spacecraft (Mariner C-2) success- operation was satisfactory until it was discovered that
fully completed system tests and was shipped to thz the Canopus tracker was not operating properly. Atmos'-
AFETR for the launch preparation. The second flight pheric conditions were restored, and a test indicated
spacecraft (Mariner C-3) will be subjected to the same that the high-voltage circuitry had failed. "I'},e type-
test sequence in about 2 wk. Mariner C-4 (spare) space- approval tracker was installed and tested satisfactorily.
craft testing will follow in approximately another 2 wk. The chamber doors were then closed again, a vacuum
No problem areas have been found in any of the systems established, and RF power turned up.
which would preclude launching on schedule.

The test sequence was resumed with the post-injection
propulsion system maneuver and continued satisfactorily
for 250 hr of uninterrupted time followed by 90 hr
in a minimum-operational-support-equipment-test-cables

B. -"-Spacecratt Systems Testing configuration. During the early part of the test sequence
the magnetometer z-axis came out of saturation several

1. First Flight Spacecraft _Mariner C-2J times. The question is whether the magnitude of the
Earth's field, as seen by the magnetometer z-axis sensor,

The first Agena matchmate test, which consisted of went to a low value or whether the instrument partially
mating the spacecraft with the Agena flight adapter and failed during these periods. This problem is under inves-
shroud, was performed successfully. The formal pre- tigation.countdown and the simulated countdown were com-

pleted. Operational support equipment problems
experienced during precountdown would have delayed
the launch, and operational support equipment would 2. Second Flight Spacecraft _Mariner C-31
have again caused a hold on the launch day; however, System Test 1 was conducted to obtain a brief survey
the countdown was very successful. The procedures and of the over-all spacecraft; di_culties with the science
personnel were checked out satisfactorily, and the actual operational support equipment were corrected. A formal
countdown procedure was finalized, matchmate test was performed with the spare adapter

and shrov.d; results were satisfactory. The spacecraft

A matchmate test with the spare adapter and shroud was mated with the flight adapter and shroud, and a
was performed. There was an unacceptable amount of formal precountdcwn test was accomplished. Several
RF leakage in the shroud, and several items needed to be di_culties experienced during this test (e.g., the cosmic
sealed to permit spacecraft purging. The inflight discon- dust detector did not reset, and TV picture noise spots
nect was 180 deg out-of-phase, the spacecraft V-band were produced) are being investigated.
safety straps came in contact with the louvers, the
separation-initiated timer bracket was found to be too The simulated countdown was successfully performed.
close to the spacecraft thermal shield, and the transporter The test team went through the complete normal exer-
hardware boxes interfered with the shroud guide-rail else (including some typical holds from the booster and
system. These problems will be corrected prior to flight, range areas), and in a real countdown the spacecraft

would have been launched.
System Test 2 consisted of engineering exercises,

cruise science and radio checks, a normal encounter,

playback of one picture, a two-lines scan of all other System Test 2 was performed with all flight hardware
pictures, and a cruise-science statistical data quiet test. installed on the spacecraft except for ti'e Canopus tracker,
The spacecraft was in a flight configuration except for radio system (dual-cavity amplifiers), p_'ototype magne-
a nonflight Canopus tracker, a Mariner C-1 radio sub- tometer, prototype science cover, and prototype cosmic-
system, and a nonflight nonreal-time automation system, dust detector. Problems during the test were: (1) the
The over-all system test results were satisfactory, radio had a low power output; (2) the magnetometer

experienced a z.axis dropout of null during quiet periods,
The spacecraft was suspended in the 25-ft Spate Simu- and did not have the capability of the 60-gamma nulling

lator and all direct-access cables were installed. A system steps incorporated in the operational support equip-
verification test was performed. The chamber doors were ment; and (3) the "IV could not be put into fast shutter
closed and spacecraft power was turned on. Spacecraft with the cover lights, and five words were lost at the
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end of each picture line, in addition to two lines lost at The transfer of radio power amplifiers and exciters,
the end of each picture. These problems are not con- the data encoder half-phase resets, and the deck skip-
sidered serious, ping phenomena which occurred with power transients

were investigated. The skip deck phenomena could not
be isolated to a single circuit and were probably the

3. Proof Test Model (Mariner C-l) result of cumulative pickup in cable harnessing in gen-
eral; they are not considered a serious problem. Radio

A compatibi]ity test between the Space Flight Opera- switching originated fn the command isolation pulse
tions Facility and the spacecraft was conducted. Launch switch; the half-phase reset originated in the spacecraft
plus the Sun and Canopus acquisition modes were per-
formed twice; no spacecraft failures occurred. Two mid- harness. Design changes were made to eliminate these
course maneuvers were performed. The first maneuver power transients.

was aborted due to difficulty in updating output data. The free-mode configuration was again established so
During the second maneuver, an inadvertent encounter that magnetometer personnel could see the current-field
science command was issued to the spacecraft. Testing changes in this configuration. A special Helmholtz coil
proceeded with this nonstandard operation, and full re- was used to take the magnetometer sensor out of satura-
covery was obtained within 1 hr. The spacecraft was tion; the initial results indicated that the current field
then exercised through two encounter modes and one was insignificant.
playback mode. All spacecraft functions were normal.

A parameter variation test was run to establish if
The spacecraft was vibrated in the x-y plane and the margins of operation had increased as a result of changes

z-axis; no visual damage was observed. Special noise incorporated in the power subsystem. The spacecraft was
investigations revealed that: (1) data encoder suscepti- operated through five modes ¢ffparameter variation, and
bility to half-phase resets and loss of sync in the lower in all cases normal spacecratt functions were observed
decks occurred when the power system was put into and up to the encounter phase. During encounter the video
out ef boost mode; (2) the hybrid radio system switched storage data automation system and TV would not oper-
power amplifiers every time the spacecraft boost-mode ate properly. The Canopus tracker operated normally in
on, off commands were issued, and (3) effects of high- all the tests, as well as on the backup 38.4-kc isolator
voltage breakdown in the spacecraft circuitry could be in the power subsystem and on the free nmning mode
eliminated by appropriate filtering on all lines going to of the power subsystem.
the ultraviolet experiment or by isolating the ultraviolet

photometer cabling. Video storage and encounter science systems were run
through a special test at _-4-2%frequency variations. Per-

The on-board spacecraft logic concerned with moni- formance of all systems was normal. Video storage also
taring, switching, and inhibiting functions was examined; worked well when recording at +2% and playing back
satisfactory results were obtained. In order to obtain a at -.2%.
basis for a comparison of free-mode and cable-mode test-
ing, the free-mode test procedure was performed while
the spacecraft was connected to the system test complex 4. Data Simulation

with all direct-access cables. The preflight mission simulation capability of the
Mariner Mars 1964 project has progressed steadily. This

A free-mode test established the compatibility of the capability is being ':._ed to test the Space Flight Opera-
solar panels and spacecraft, the ability of the spacecraft tions System [the Space Flight Operations Facility at
to give valid data even though connected to direct-access JPL, the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF),
cables, and the adequacy of the on-board circuitry to and the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) launch
operate in a sharing mode with the battery and on full site] under simulated flight conditions, to develop hard-
solar power. The test was considered very successful and ware, to check out comp'ater programs, and to train
demonstrated that the transients that affected radio power personnel.
amplifier and exciter switching, data encoder half-phase
resets, and data encoder deck skipping were also present A prime requirement is to snnulate the data to be sent
when there were no connections to the operational sup- from the Mariner spacecraft during the actual mission.
port equipment. This will consist of tracking data (antenna angles and

3_
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received doppler frequency count); and telemetry data characteristics such as switching from the acquisition aid
(engineering and science experiment measurements trans- to the main antenna, acquisition in one-way, two-way, or
mitted by the spacecraft radio system). Preflight tracking three-way, and generation of search patterns; and
data must, of necessity, be computer generated; telem- (2) simulation of powered flight portions of the trajectory

etry data may be derived directly from the spacecraft such as booster burns, retros, midcourse and terminal
itself, although this source is of limited usefulness due burns.
to the many constraints imposed by the ground environ-

ment. Computer programs are being developed for the Computer programs used for the generation of telem-
generation of both tracking and telemetry data. etry are not true spacecraft simulators in that they do

not calculate the various telemetry measurements from a

Computer programs for the simulation of tracking data mathematical model of the spacecraft. Rather, they plan
are currently based upon the actual programs used in functions and formats which process data tables of the
the reduction of tracking data during the mission. In normal time-versus-function value relationships supplied
order to render the reduction of this data nontrivial and by engineers familiar with each spacecraft subsystem.

realistic, discrete known perturbations are added during The t._omputer simulates the commutation function of
the simulation process. The end product of the tracking the _:,acecraft data encoder, sampling the various meas-
data simulation is a package of data for each test, in the ur:_ _uts in the p_oper sequence; and, with appropriate
DSIF or A'FETR formats. A realistic trajectory is plotted st -g conversion factors, provides as output a digital

which upon reduction may require a midcourse maneuver m detic tz_ _ having a bit configuration equivalent to
or other correction action. These data are transmitted to the _pacecraft bit _rr_am. These resulting data are used

the SFO complex during the test, with the insertion point to modulate apl" "_ate data and synchronization sub-
being either local or at a remote site, depending largely carrier signals in re,_l-time during zhe SFO tests. For tests
upon the over-all test objectives. Personnel and facilities involving remote DSIF playback of data, analog record-
in the operations complex proce,zs these data as they ings of the composite signal are supplied to the DSIF
would during the actual flight, sites, where the signal is relayed through the station's

data-handling system (the DSIF to Pasadena communi-
cations link) and hence into the control and operation

At this time, tracking data are generated with the JPL facility at JPL. There the data are processed by a control
orbit determination program (ODP) by a data tape con- and data-handling system and analyzed in real-time by
taining prediction information computed by the ODP. spacecraft performance analysts. When these data are
This data tape is then read by one of two computer received concurrently with tracking data, a realistic mis-
programs (one for AFETR data punching, the other for sion is simulated.
DSIF data punching) and punched into standard format
cards on teletype tape. This method is somewhat unde-

sirable for the following reasons: (i) The ODP computers 5. Spacecraft Simulator
transmit only center-count doppler, while the DSIF sta-
tions normally transmit end-count doppler; (2) ODP input The function of the spacecraft simulator is to test the
restrictions are not compatible with simulation require- launch complex facility, including the operationa_ sup-
ments; (3) there is no adequate way to check out the port equipment (OSE)launch pad, the blockhouse instal-
calculation of the data types in the ODP (other than lation areas, and the umbilical connector interface on the
hand calculation), and therefore an error in these calcu- spacecraft. It is, as its nomenclature implies, the electrical
lations might not be caught until a mission is flown; counterpart simplified to make it a portable piece of test
(4) because the ODP must be capable of fitting real data in equipment. It may be carried and operated by one man.
a reasonable time; and (5) it is generally undesirable and The panel layout and chassis view is given in Fig. 1.
often extremely dit_cult to add improved models in a
flight program such as the ODP. The waterproof case is 18 in. wide, 17½ in. high, and

11 in. deep. Gables are stored in a compartment located
in the lid, bringing the total weight of the unit to 25 lb.A more comprehensive tracking data simulator com-

puter program is currently being developed to meet
the increasing requirements for providing more realistic Power voltage sources are independently variable. This
tracking data for mission simulation. Some of the capa- capability is nonexistent in either the spacecraft or other
bilities of the program are: (1) simulation of acquisition test equipment.
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A form of the air-half umbilical receptable (Fig. 2) is bration adjustments on equipment can be made from

mounted in the simulator. This is accessible under a signal sources within the simulator.
hinged door in the case. To facilitate mounting, the

funnel housing has been removed; since it is not needed.
Power connectors and test points are provided under a

door on the opposite side of the simulator.

C. Design and DevelopmentThe catenary umbilical launch complex cable can be
connected to the simulator, and all OSE functions and

1. Flight Command Subsystemoperations can be performed as if a spacecraft were

being tested. The simulator checks the operation of Command subsystem operation. Mariner C flight corn-
the cabling and its wire conductivity, the umbilical mand subsystem design is similar to that of the Mariner
tower junction box and amplifier, and the signal condi- R. The command subsystem (Fig. 3) consists of two

tion and operation of each of the OSE subsystems. Cali- major functional units: the command detector and the
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bits, the decoder sequences a binary counter with the
detector bit sync pulses. At the correct bit sync pulse,J

m_-,_,_._;,.,_,,_,,.,.,_,,___., ....._,l- the decoder matrix is interrogated. Depending on the
_,_ . . _**" "*'_'_. -4 address bits stored in the decoder address storage flip-

t[_ if. .....""__._ flops, one of the nand gates is gated to close an output

/J
isolation switch (or switches) in tile case of a direct
command (DC). For a quantitative command (QC), the
interrogation permits the QC command bits to _e directed

.. _ to the spacecraft central computer and sequencer (CC&S)i

subsystem along with QC bit sync pulses. When no

_._ QC bits are transmitted to CC&S, alert pulses are

1': _! directed, one per second, to the subsystem to clear the
• ° _ ' _ QC command storage registers.

• If an out-of-lock indication occurs during decoder
,- function, the decoder generates an inhibit signal which

immediately stops the decoder command word process-
ing and allows no further decoder functioning until

Fig.2. Spacecraftumbilicalreceptacle 26 consecutive command zero bits are directed to the
decoder after the lock signal indicates in lock once again.

___ Command subsystem telemetry. Three command sub-a'_" _- _ system signals are directed to the spacecraft telemetry
_'_ _ subsystem to be telemetered to Earth. The signals time-

'_ _11_',,_,_*_. _ d _ share the telemetry transmission channel and are sampled

_¢_: I_1 !_ g_l_igl___,:_ _ _ at a rate determined by the telemetry mode.

_1__ _dl -_ ._,,_ Detector bit sync pulses are sent to the telemetry

"-: :. subsystem to be conditioned into information concern-
ing the detector VCO frequency. Between telemetry

• _ data sample times, reference pulses at the spacecraft
2.4-kc frequency are counted in the interval between

L

two consecutive bit sync pulses. The number counted is
' indirectly proportional to the VCO frequency. Thus, an

average of the VCO frequency (over an approximate
Fig.3. Commandsubassembly 1-see interval) is telemetered each telemetry-data sample

time. The VCO frequency data are required to determine

c_)mmand decoder. Also included is a transformer rec- the proper ground command signal frequency that will

tifier unit which converts the spacecraft 2.4-kc voltage minimize command lock acquisition time.
into the AC and DC voltages required by the subsystem.

The detector lock signal is directed to the telemetry
A simplified block diagram of the detector is given subsystem to be converted into one bit of informati.m

in Fig. 4. The detector receives the composite command regarding the detector lock condition. If the lock signal
signal subcarrier from the radio system. The subcarrier indicates out-of-lock for at least 1 sec in the interval
contains the command word information (a seq'lence of between telemetry sampling times, the detector lock
binary digits) in the form of a biphase modulated telemetry data will be at the binary state, indicating
sinusoidal signal added to a synchronization (sync) out-of-lock at the next sampling time. If no out.of-lock
signal, indications occur, the binary state indicating in lock will

result. The detector lock data indicate when the com-

A simplified block diagram of the command decoder mand subsystem is capable of detecting and prooessing
is given in Fig. 5. Upon recognition of the decoder start the c_mmand signal.
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BLOCKS 6, 7, S, I0 AND II REPRESENT I ERROR SIGNAL

,,Loc,(ss.3,,.AND" REPRESENTTHE ! T I_-1 LOOPI ICONTR_LEO18,,_Q_ARE*AVE
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i 2 tm ,_O* SQUARE WAVE
--L DELAYED BIT SYNC _ ,,/90" SQUARE WAVE

Fig. 4. Command detector simplifiedblock diagram

Command event pulses are telemetered approximately differenc_ is the allocation of more power to synchroni-
10 see after the command decoder has recognized the z.ation for Mariner C, and the use of a square-wave
decoder start bits of a command word. The event subcarrier where a sine wave was .sed for Mariner R.

poise indicates normal decoding timing function upon
reception of the start bits. It is also normally coincident Basically, both telemetry modulation systems are PCM/
with a command address recognition and a DC com- PSK/PM--that is, contint:ous information is (tuantized
mand execution by the decoder. In the case of a QC (pulse coded) into binary bits, which control the phase
command, a second event pulse will be telemetered, (phase shift key) of a subcarrier, which phase modulates
immediately after the last QC bit is directed to the the main BF carrier. Furthermore, both systems are
CC&S subsystem, coherent, with power being allocated to a separate syn-

chronizing subcarrier which is nsed to produce bit and
word timing pulses in the ground demodulator. This

2. Telemetry System synchronizing information is continuously transmitted
1he Mariner C telemetry system is very similar to the down the channel, in parallel with the data sul)carrier.

Mariner B system used successfully in 196£. The main Both systems are uncoded in the sense that no error
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I S,G_L ,SOLATIONwoRDBITS get
COMMANO EVENTS Y6,S _Zg,, YZg,6 SWlTC_S
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kACH X., CDRRIE_O_S TO ONE OF

OUTPUTS,GNALSFRO.T.e
OECOOERAOORESSSTO_',E
FLIP-FLOPS

DC WORD OUTPUTS ro SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS

Fig. 5. Command decoder simplified block diagram

detection capability is inherent in the encoding into precedes the loop. Consequently, there are no large
channel words. A pseudonoise (PN) c_:le is used as a voltage excursions at the telemetry output.
"pilot tone" for s_,nchroniTation.

The pertinent paramet_s of the Mariner C telemetry

Fig. 6 is a partial diagram of the Mariner C S-band receiver are: IF bandwidth, 4.5 kc; two-sided loop band-
telemetry ground reoeiver. The telemetry output is de- width at threshold, 12 cps; limiter suppression factor at
rived in the receiver by multiplication of the modulated threshold, 0.075.
carrier at an IF by a reference derived from the carrier-
tracking loop. The multiplier (carrier demodulator) input Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the telemetry demedu-
is taken from the receiver IF after the limiter which later, which ts the almost fully automated ground

equipment that reconstructs telemetered binary data
from the noisy audio output of the S-band ground re-

R[cr_vrR ceiver and sends outputs to a teletype end, _-
............... _ ._ mutator, or computer. The demodulator has three major

I _ [-'--'_--]- _[-_m-_ _.j__ _ I functional elements: the data recovery channel,
the code

F'_'_AMPLiFIER _ _ LOOP I acquisitionchannel, and the clock reconstructor.

ta-----_SUeC_,[RS (_) The Canopus tracker design is frozen and has been

I _ s...m_, r_T.},O environmentally qualified (Fig. 8). The s_-,uctural frae.

TELEMETRY L...Bff SYNC [ n_rv_ tion of the weight is 38.4%, which includes the chassis
oeuoo_._ro_ wo_ _.c _ and the dust covers and all aluminum parts. Low weight

has been achieved for a chassis resonance of 350 eps.

Fig. 6. Receiver-demodulatorinterlace Low power consumptioncan he attflhuted to: (1) the )_
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use of an all.electrostatic image dissector, and (2) tile use the shot noise inherent in the photocurrent caused by
of a high-e_ciency, series-resona,t, intermediate, high the background. The degree to which a particular unit
voltage power supply, is limited by shot noise or uniformity can be determined

by inspection or"a graph of apparent intensity versus

The tracker generates an analog IX: yoltage which is background brightness. If the apparent intensity in-
proportional to the intemity of the star in the field of creases as the square root of the background, shot noise
view. This signal drives the acquisition gate and is is controlling the respouseof the tracker. If the apparent
telemetered back to Earth for me in identifying the star intensity increas _ linearly with the background, non-
which has been acquired. Large dynamic rauge of the uniformity of s ._isitivity is controlling the respon,e of

the tracker. Fig. 9 compares the response of two of the
telemetered intensity is obtained by utilizing the high flight trackers with an estimate of the response of the
voltage on the electron multiplie_'. This voltage is a
function of star intensity since the star si_nal is servo- tracker to a flat background, assuming the sensitivity is
controlled to a constant output by adjusting the voltage perfectly uniform and that the response is ca.s.'xl by shot
on the elec_n multiplier. The faintest detectable star noise. The reason that the flight trackers appear to be
has been limited to 0.0'2times Canopus by adjusting the less sensitive to flat backgrounds than to the calculated
maximum voltage capability of the high voltage power theoretical limit is because of uncertainties in the as-
supply. The high voltage has been limited to minimize sumptton upon which the estimate was rode. The largest

uncertainty Is respome of the intensity channel to noise.
the stress on the components. It is slgn_cant that S_N 003 is free from nonunffomdties

in sensitivity since the apparent intensity goes as the

The ab/]ity of the Canopus tracker to rejec_ the stellar square root of the hackground brightness. This demon-
background is limited by: (1) the uniformity of the over- slzates that the optical system is h'(¢ from vlgnetttng
all sensitivitywithinthe scannedBeldof vlew,and(9) withinthescannedSeidofview.
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• o.. .. --i00 , , , _ , , ]fir _
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,..,,:.¢_:.. .,. . o LOW GATE PULL-IN,j _,I
--:'-." "" '_ x LOW GATE DROP-OUT Z ._: , 2 J

'i _'r_ " e _ IO-'-CALCULATED tl

_ -- .vl, --

c, .-, " , ...... • " F_z _>=_

'-_ 10-6 2 4 6 I0 -5 2 4 6 10-4 2 4

BACKGROUNDBRIGHTNESS,ft-lomberfs

'_'::_1_ _2} : Fig. 9. Response of two flight trackers compared with
estimated response to shot noise

_...., '_._'_ of the Milky Way near Canopus. The data used have a• . ,: . _ _.. , ., resolution of 2.5 × 2.5 deg and include all stars of 7.0
- - - "- " " :.... visual magnitude and dimmer. Fig. 10 is a photograph

,: .. ,.., _ -, ,, ¢_._
, , .. ,, _, of the brightness model which was constructed using

| " ,,. '" _, ",, ... . "", _ _. paints with calibrated reflectance. Since the aiangular
. _e._._ patterns cannot be resolved by the tracker, they appear

" " ,_"' ,_"--7"_-, " _ .•_' _" " .'_' as a smooth gradient of brightness.
"_'-" , ....... -. _._,,:

: "*'_:,.; "- ¢' ". ' _ "' _" Ti_e results of. scans throhgh the model Milky Way

_,_,,,- .-_ , _ _ have shown that the largest roll error signal is less than
, -_: _, _ - . ,_ 4 v, so there is little chance of acquiring the Milky Way

_:- 4116c' "- and going into a broader than normal limit cycle. How-

_ _ - .... ever, it is possible to have a faint star plus a Milky Way
' " --" -" '" * =_',_ =_ backgrou,ad and still be within the gate and give the
• _ .,, . ' :.-: proper error signal for acquisition. If this occurs, a roll

. " .. • -_j_ . " "._._ override -adio command may be sent from the Earth
............... _ ........._:7._ to continue search. Mode!s are currently under construc-

Fig. 8. Canopus tracker flight unit with and tion w_,'eh will simulate both the Milky Way gradients
without cover and the discrete stars which are found on that back-

ground. Through these models, it will hopefully be learned

how tl',e tracker will respond during the roll search.
3uperimposed oxlthe flat background calibration (Fig. 9)

is the bright_.-ss of the background of several areas of Image dissector. Qualification of the image dissector
the _ky. Also shown or. :he plot are the minimum pull-in has been the biggest problem encountered in the devel-

and drop-out intensities of the flight trackers. Since the opment of the Canopus tracker. A rugged tube program
abs_,h_te brightness of the sky plotted on Fig. 9 is uncer- finally evolved which attacked the fundamentalwas

tain by a factor of two, the margiv between the low gate engineering problems_the high stress on the wires at the

and the background make._ the probability of automatic stem and the weldabiiity of the assembly. Fig. 11 shows
Canopus a2q:dsition substantially less than one. the two primary changes which were made in the de-

._ sigu--the snubbers that constrain the multiplier in the
"l'ests ,_-ce been made on a model of the Mqky Way glasJ envelope, and the necked stem lead to make it

,_hieh s:.,_,,lates the brightn,-ss and brightness grndients more weldable while retainiug the _,'quired flexibility
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.'

- "_ _'e t.. INCHES

-_ .' ,,- Fig. 12. Baffle and assembled optics of
............. ,-' Canopus tracker

by the effectiveness of the baffles to attenuate light com-

Fig. 1.1. Structure of rugged image dissector tube ing from outside the field of view. The baffles are made
of black-anodized aluminum and have sharp knife edges

in the external leads. This tube has passed a full-level (approximately 0.0001 in. radius). The "as anodized" sur-

component type-approval test. face is quite specular and its diffuse reflectance is about
0.6%. The use of 3M Black Velvet paint on the baffles

Optics assembly. Because of tracker susceptibility to improved the seusitivit_' to stray light l J:,"a facto_ of 2
spacecraft stray light and bright objects (like the Earth)

10 to 25 deg outside the field of view, considerable effort High.voltage magnetics. The original high-voltage mag-
has been expended to minimize the intensity of stray netics designed for the tracker utilized random-wound

light reaching the image plane. The aluminizing patterns toroidal cores to obtoin a compact, low-field devic,_.

on the catadioptri_ h,n_ were modified The edges of However. during testing failures ,Jecurred in a high-
the lens were polished and painted with Cat-a-lac ,).aint. voltage transrorwer an?, a high- ,.oltage inductor, and

The lenses were refabricated using the highest grades both parts were redesigned. The r_.dom-w,:..ding was

of synthetic quartz and light flint glass. The flight lenses replaced by a progressive bank-wind in which the hi_hest
are image-plane quality, have exceptional polish and are voltage turn and the lowest voltage turn were separated
free of bubbles and other defects. The front element has by a physical barrier, and the ,vinding was controlled to

hecn tested for radiation susceptibility, and no degrada- assure the minimum giadient between all adjacent turns.

tion is expected. Since the geometric speed is _'/0.6, cen- This tyl;e of winding has a less efhcient packaging factor,

tering and mounting are critical; however, no problems requiring the selection of a higher permeability core
have been encountered. AL assembled set of optic_ and material for identical performance and over-all size.

a batlte assembly are shown in Fig. 12. Tracker tests confirmed that the l:ew units have identical
performance haracteristics, and special destructive tests

Baffle assembly. The ability of the tracker to operate indicated that the voltage hreakdmvn level h,,' been
without being disturbed by stray l_ght is strongly affected _ncreased by a factor of 10.

L
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THF_ DEEP SPACE VV,j"  P.K

IV. Introduction

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is a precision c_,m- The SFOF is located in a three-story building at the
mumcation system which is designed to communicate Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, and

with, and permit control of, spacecraft designed for deep utilizes operations control consoles, status and operations
space exploration. The DSN consists of the Deep Space displays, comp,ter,;, data processing equipment for analy-

!r, strument._.tion Facility (DS!_'), _h,_ £pac.o Flight Ot:_,_r- sit of spacecraft performance and space science e×peri-
ations Facility (SFOF), and the _JSN Ground Communi- ments, and communicatioP, facilities to control space

cation System. flight operations. This control is accomplished by gen-
erat,ng trajectoritu and orbits, and command and control

The DSI£ ut'lizes large antennas, low-noise phase-lock data, from tracking an4 telemetry data received from the

receiving systems, and high-power tran._mitters located at DSIF in near real-time. The SFOF also reduces the telem-

stations positioned approximately 120 deg around the etry, tracking, c_,mmand _.nd statiol_ performanez data
Earth to tr._ck, command, and receixe data from deep recorded by the DSIF into engineering and scientific

space probes. Overseas stations _,,e generally operated information for analysis and use by the scientific experi-
by personnel of the respective co_'ntries. The DSIF menters and spacecraft engineers.
stations are:

The DSN Ground Commqnication System consists of:

voice circuits, and normal and high data-rate tcletype
Station Location circuits provided by the NASA World-Wide Commuv_-

Goldstone Goldstone, C tlifornia cations Network between each overseas station and the
Pioneer site SFOF; tC.etype and voice circuits between the SFOF,

Echo slte Goldstone S_ations, and Cape Kennedy, and a micro-

Venus site (P.&D) wave link between the SFO1;" and Goldstone, provide4
Mars site (under const'uction) by th_ DSN.

Woomera Island Lagoon, Australia

Canberra (under co_,stnlction) Canberra, Australia The DSN has facilities for simultaneously controlling
Johanne.burg Joitannesburg, South Africa a newly lau,',ched spacecraft and a 'econd one already

Mobile Tracking Station Johannesburg, South Africa in _ight. Within a few months, it will be aI,le to control
Madrid (under construction ) Madrid, Spain simultaneously either two new,y launched spacecraft plas
Spacecraft Monitoring Cape Kennedy, Florida

two in t].ight, or the operations of four spacecraft in flight

45
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at the same time. The DSIF is equipped with 85-h terns and to engineer them into the DSN to maintain a
antennas having gains of 53 db at 2300 Me and a system state-of-the-art capability.
temperature of 55°K, making it possible to receive sig-
nificant data rates at distances as far as the planet Mars.

The DSN is a NASA facility, managed by JPL throughTo improve the data rate and distance capability, a 210-1t a contract between NASA and the California Institute of

antenna is under construction at the Goldstone Mars site, Technology. The Office of Tracking and Data Acquisitionand two additional antennas of this size are scheduled
is the cognizant NASA ot_ce.for installation at overseas stations.

It is the policy of the DSN to continuously conduct Section V that follows is a digest of the i_ormation
research and development of new components and sys- that appears in SPS 37-29, Vol. III.
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V. The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility.

A. Tracking StationsEngineering types used in the Orbit Determination Program wereangular data taken during the first pass over Woomera

and Operations and Johannesburg, two-way doppler taken during the
first pass over the Mobile Tracking Station, and two-way

1. Ranger 7 Tracking doppler taken d,'ring all passes over Go_,dstoneEcho site,

The Ranger 7 spacecraft was launched with the Woomera, and Johannesburg.
Atlas D/Agena B booster sy-,-temfrom Cape Kennedy on

July 28, 1904. Liftoff occurred at 18:50:07.873 t Greenwich 2. DSIF/Mariner C Tests
Mean Time _ (GMT in hours, minutes, and seconds), and
injection into the 111nar h'ansfer orbit at 17:20:01.0, I The RF portion of the, DSIF/Mariner C tests was con-
DSIr Stations provided continuous angular and doppler ducted at Goldstone to ascertain the signal levels when
tracking data from initial acquisition by the Mobile Track- loss of carrier signal was reached. Values were deter-
ing Station, Johannesburg at 17:20:50, July 28, until lunar mined for the down-link conditimts with and without
impact at 13:25:50.029," July 31. In general, the over-all telemetry modulation applied to the spacecraft radio
quality of the tracking data was extremely good. Data system. Similarly, up-link loss of carrier lock signals, and

two.way loss of signal values with the presence of down-
link telemetry modulation, were determined.lLfftoffand injectiontimes reportedby Air Force EasternTest

Range.
1Alltimesreferredto will be GMTunlessotherwisenoted. The DSIF receiver AGC voltage, which varies as a
_Impaettime recordedat GoldstoneEcho site does not include function of the input carrier signal level, was used to
signal propagationtimecorrection, determine the received carrier level from the Mariner C

4"/
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spacecratl. A typical plot was preparecl for the wlrious ']t

I{F loop havlchvidths. The accuracy of the received signal ' , _"

h'w'l obtaim.d from this type o! plot was determined by _ __ "

using parameters s,ch as: (1) the accuracy of the known , _-"_'._.. V . ,
,lli_.h'vel._ at iwsertc'd signal strt.vlgth during subsystem cali-

bration, (:2) the stability at the receiver AGC loop and

its net fixed-gain (amplifier and losses), (3) the random-

phase characteristics at the actual received carrier signal,

(.t) resolution at the calibrated plot, and (.5) the errors in

iwtcrl_ohltiwg from the calibration curve. ' '_
'1

3. Mariner C lO0-k'.v Transmitter Testing

(;romld testing of the Mariner C Cassegrain cone

l(X)-kw transmitter has heen completed at the Goldstone t

Venus site. The 85-ft Az-E1 antevma was rigged with ¢ t i
aclclitio,al cahling ancl coolant lira's to adapt it for han-

dling the Maritwr C transmitter. Fig. 1 illustrates the

interior of the cone from the top; the feedhorn assembly _' :,, ,I

connects to the top of the waveguide-sw_' _'h port, shown '- -"

covered and taped. Fig. 2 shows a Cassegrain cone in [

position for testing on the elevator in the high-voltage
power supply huilding. ..IA

-I"III_. - - '_L: __,

Fig. 2. Cone in position on test elevator

'_ , 4. Ground Instrumentation for Mariner C

r_" _ ___o__w__" % _. , . Occultatir, n Measurements- The Mari,er C occultation experiment will attempt to
• measure the perturbations which are produced by the

refraction of the Martian atmosphere on the radio signal
received at DSIF Stations. The effects to be measured

:" i_ art' perturbations at the received signal doppler fre-

_' _. quency and perturbations on the received signal ampli-' tude due to Fresnel diffraction phenomena. Since both
these phenomena are time functions of short durat:on, it

I will not be possible to integrate in the manner normally

/ used in tracking operations. If all the negative tolerances
in the comvnunications system obtain, operation will be

- very close to threshold. The precision at measurements

made close to threshold is severely compromised by the

presence of noise This takes the form of random power
q fluctuations in measurement of received signal strength

" "_.. " ' and of intermittent loss of lock which causes gain or loss
"" of cycles i,1 doppler count. A simulator has been con-

,_ strutted to investigate the achievable performance of

" several different alternative receiver configurations. This
Fig. 1. Interior of Mariner C cone transmitter simtdator uses a synchronous motor to drive a cam which

{viewed from the topl varies an attenuator as a function of time.
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B. Cammunications Research Repeatedcalibratedmeasnreme,,t.,, ofthee,,'o," signal
during the Venus experiment indicated that the 3-,,

nd
IP,_ | /

a uevelopmenr tracking error ,)n either axis for wind veh,cities h'ss than
22 mph is well within the required * 0.006 deg in the

1. PrecisionServoDrive Systemfor 30-ft Antenna design specification. By repeated RF boresighti,,g on the

The primary objective of the new precision servo driw _ radiation from Venus, it was established that the absolute
steering of the beam to within a tenth at the 0 I-det_

system on the 30-ft antenna at the Goldstone Venus site beamwidth was well within the system capal,,lity.
is to provide very precise stecring over a wide speed

range; this objective will provide versatile performance for

test-aircraft-, satellite-, and astronomical-target tracking 2. Structural Computing Programs for

over a range of frequencies from S-band to 20 to 30 Ge. 85-ft Antenna Reflector

The structural data of one-half of the rettector strut-

The precision servo drive system was installed for the ture of the 85-ft Az-EI antenna were inputted in the

experimental measurements of the 20- to 24-Gc radiation STAIR Program. The STAIR was programmed to cam-

from the planet Venus. "l'he experiment, whose _cientific pute the gravity off-on load cases from the zenith and
purpose was to determine the water content of the Venus the horizon look pusitions. The dt'formatiotl data from

atmosphere, was successfuUy conducted on a daily basis these two positions was then manipulated to eomlmte
from June 29 through July 20, 1964. Performance of the the deformations of tlw joints relative to the elevation

antenna and servo drive system during the entire experi- angle where the reflector panels were initially set to the

ment was good. true paraboloid shape.

i,,,,-,y

ELEVATION BEARING I._,I8-QUAORIPOD TIP

1633 1623 1611 1527 IOI 213 3Zl
I

' DISH COUNTERWEIGHT

xt
Fig. 3. 85-ft Az-EI antenna surface panel joint numbers
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Fig. 3 shows a 90-deg rotated view of the right half is considered a technical success in that the returned sig-
of the antenna as one looks into the face of the reflector; nals closely approximated tile expected values. The qual-

the joint numbers shown were those actually used in the ity of the recorded voice signals was very poor due to
STAIR computations. A total of 399 joints were inputted; low signal-to-noise ratio; however, the signals were under-

this resulted in an equivalent solution by the computer standable to the majority of listeners. Valuable informa-

of a 399 by 399 matrix, tion on the implementation and operation of such a
system was obtained and the effect of the rotation of

The deformat':on data as outputted by the computing Venus on both FM and SSB signals was recorded. In
program were in the form of threc orthogonal compo- addition, a new record for long distance transmission of

nents of the displacement vector. The normal errors were voice signals was e!_tablished with round-trip distances
reduced from the three-component format by the best- of 58 million miles covered. The results indicate that

fitting RMS Computing Program. Results gave rms values if at the next conjunction more transmitter power or a

for deformations in terms of i/._path length errors from larger antenna or both are available, good voice-bounce
the best-fitted paraboloid with the original focal length signals should b,: possible.
for the four cases computed. The rms values referred

only to the structural joints or the panel supporting points.
4. Components of Experimental X-Band Lunar/

Planetary Radar Program

3. Venus Voice-Bounce Experiment The complete Dewar-mounted maser assembly is
The Venus voice-bounce experiment [conducted at the shown in F'ig. 4 installed in a welded aluminum mount-

Venus site with the radar transmitter in either a single- ing frame. Fig. 5 shows the 10-liter Linde Dewar Model

sideband (SSB) or a frequency-modulated (FM) mode]

ID :'- " ;4 _ltltll) l-

Fig. 4. Packaged H-band maser amplifier Fig. 5, lO-Iitor Unde transfer Dewar
(shown with some panels removedl Model CD-206
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CD-20fl which will be used to transfer liquid helium venient method of directing approximately 1 to 2 mw of
from the large 2S-liter storage Dewars to the maser on exciter power out of the antenna feedhorn via *,heoutput
the antenna. Bemote readout at the maser amplifier is waveguide. A waveguide switch is used in this klytron
provided for reading liquid helium level. A crystal detec- drive chain to direct approximately 4 w of exciter power
tor with calibrating "_t_enuatoris ,sed to provide pump into the 3&-db reflected-power directional coupler. This
power moni,:or at the control panel. The monitor receiver exciter power may be used for making phase jitter meas-
has a balanced crystal mixer and a 30-Me IF amplifier, urements, antenna gain measurements, or other experi-
Crystal c,rrent can be monitored through a removable merits requiring phase and frequency stable signals at
plug on the receiver top. The single channel equivalent low power.
noise temperature is about 1000°K.

New equipment for the S- to X-band conversion of
The X-band 8.448-Gc lunar radar transmitter (Fig. 6) is tile Mod IV receiver includes the X-band to 30-Mc con-

a hybrid system using new antenna-mounted equipment verter and power supply (Fig. 7), and the solid-state
and the existing 10-kw S-band power supply. During frequency multipliers and modulators for the X-band
transmitter shutdown, the system incorporates a con- exciter, receiver local oscillator, and signal generator.

IRFFL*'
I ITO

CONTROL

1 .oo.

I 1I "'x"TERM CURRENT RFI FILTER
Mc H216 MONITOR

I tI -X-BAND I

I l oo,,u,
.... I I

VARIABLE

ATTENUATOR

o RFI FILTER PREAMPLIFIER

o---_. I
o +30vd¢ RFI FILTER Xl5 FM FREQUENCY

t MULTIPLIER

[
+15 v de I _ MIXER MONITOR

POWER o [ RFI FILT[.q I X 15 FM X 15 IINPUT FREQUENCY I
I MULTIPLIER I

-ISvd¢ [ J-D_MIXER MONITOR t
0 RYl FILTER XIS FM

, l, ,J
o _ RFI FILTER PREAMPLIFIER t

6 7 v dc I [ 140.3 MeENI._..l"
o RFI FILTER PREAMPLIFIER LA-IsNFILTER J_ I FIT INS j-- _

-E L___.
Fig.7. X-band to 30-Mc converter
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5. Random Pulse Generator shaft of the reducers mesh with a fixed azimuth bull
gear (Fig. 10). A single reducer is mounted at each of

A random pulse generator was designed (Fig. 8). This the two front alidade legs, and two reducers are mounted
machine produces outputs, or pulses, depending on the at the rear alidade leg.
lzst 7 bits from a length-36 maxiv,ial-length shift-register
ge,erator. Tlds machine will be used to generate data
for the quantile data compression _"stem and noise for 2. One.Seventh-Scale Model Feed

thepunctured-cycliccoc!er-decoder.It wasbuilt usingthe The objectiveof the K.-_ed scalemodel studiesis to
new line of digital circuit modules being developed simulateAdvancedAntennaSystemangle trackingfeed
at JPL. vedornmnce with the Gold,stone 30-ft reflector. The JPL

prectslon-machiaed monopulse assembly, operating ;n
the K.-band (16,330 Mc), is intended to simulate the
performance of an av,dlable S-band feed--the SCM

C. Advanced Antenna System cas, a, Mo,opL).A,,how,i, Fi.,th_ JPL scale feed consists of a linearly Folarized bridge
assembly and a pyramidal horn. This feed util,zed the

1. Azimuth Drive System TE,o mode for the sum channel rad/ation pattern, t]Te

The function of the azimuth drive system for the resultantof the TE,, and TM. modesfor the E-plane
AdvancedAnten_ System(Fig. 9) is to convertelectri- error channel,and the TE,_ mode for the H-plane error
ad _1 hydraulicservos/gnalsto antennaro_tion. The channel.
rotationof the antennastructureabout the azimuth rods
is accomplished by fo,sr azimuth gear reducers attached The radiation S-band patterns for the ½.scale model
to and rotating with the alidade. Pinions on the output feed (taken at the r,_ded frequency on the Mesa As,fauna

m_q
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, _-HYDROSTATIC ,_-RADIAL BEARING RUNNER

'° - _- ' NDEARING RUNNER%:> _ _--_1"_

\
• ,_1' # " " ° o" "

J_.4v - - - - -. 1 - INSTRUMENTTOWER

. L,:_;y _ _,,.o_o

l

1
, TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH 1

_D ITCH PEDESTAL TOP

IAMETER

!i !i SURFACE FOR
BACK- UP ROLLER

GEAR

I

_ .. _ PLATE

GROUTED
AFTER GEAR
ALIGNMENT

Fig. 9. Combined photograph and line drawing of
the Advanced Antenna System

Range) have been evaluated, and the simulated per-

formance is entirely acceptable. Boresight null depths Fig. 10. Advanced Antenna System

(approximately 55 and 58 db for the E- and H-planes, azimuth bull gear
respectively) indicate that a very high degree of mechan-

ical symmetry was achieved during both construction of P_ ase-front patterns obtained for the feed alone also

the individual parts and assembly of the waveguides, simulate the S-band performance of the SCM.
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VI. Space Flight Operations Facility

A. Display Systems

1. Closed Circuit TV System

The closed circuit TV display system within the Space

Flight Operations Facility has been designed to increase
the effectiveness and efficiency of space flight operations. [ \
The 95 closed circuit TV cameras and the 212 closed cir- •_ --

cult TV monitors provide three capabilities: (1) permit :;e

remote viewing of display boards and devices, (2) serve _:_
as a prime display of manually generated information _*,.... _ '
required for simultaneous viewing in several separate _: ..... 4<: , _.
areas, and (3) facilitate operational control by means of _" - "_:

area surveillance. • __ 4' __ r _: '," ''qL''_'qV

In its present configuration the closed circuit "IV sys- "_,_': _'..... -_:.....r_" ,, _.,," ,'
tern affords two general means of TV viewing: (1) by -
console monitors which are 14-in. TV tubes placed in ....*,'_

the operational consoles, permitting a nominal viewing ' _'
distance of from 2 to 3 ft (Fig. 1); and (2) by banks of Fig. 1. Typical console TV installation

BE$
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23-in. TV monitor tubes mounted as wall displays

' 1_'"3_ l'_ _' Care has been taken to desigaa original fixed displays- • with particular viewing positions in mind. Where change-" _ k _ able material is presented, as in the case of the hard

i v _! copy TV cameras illustrated in Fig. 31a), special frameshave been designed which force the use of precisely the

- _ correct size of original copy [Fig. 3(b)]. Forms have

....... been designed which are lightly printed with blocks

visible to the naked eye but which are not "picked up"
Fig. 2. Typical wall-mounted TV by the TV camera. These blocks indicate the _rrect size

installation and spacing for characters.

2. Spacecraft SFOF Functional Model System(o)

" The spacecraft model system (Fig. 4), located in the

spacecraft performance analysis area of the Space Flight

Operatiuns Facility, provides a means of simulating the

spacecraft and its motions in celestial environment, and

- , _ assists cognizant personnel in evaluating performance
and/or planning corrective maneuvers to be executed by

" - _ _ the spacecraft. The system consists of four components:

a 17_-ft hemispherical enclosure, an active spacecraft

,r ,.,-. j i

.... - _ ,....t. '-."_',_'._/i,'..._I'."" -_-,',_'_-"_:• i. %,, . . ..| .. .. .- -

'be !

Fig. 3. Hard copy TV cameras and ..............
special frames Fig. 4. Spacecraft model system
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model and gimbal assembly, a computer/control console, maneu'_er. The projected view fields provide the opera-
and a power supply rack. tot w:_tha continuous illustration of what the spacecraft

should sense with its various sensors during the course
The interior surface of the hemisphere is marked of its fight.

with azimuth and elevation lines which correspond to a
spacecraft-centered coordinate system defined by the
ecliptic plane and the direction of the vernal equinox.
In this coordinate system the pertinent stellar bodies
are located at fixed positions on the hemisphere while

B. f_ On-Site ,-iPI m

thepositionsofthesolarbodiesareafunctionofthe urveyor temmerry
particular trajectory and are available from the computer and Comma nd Data
trajectory program. The northern and southern ecliptic II /1"

hemispheres are represented in different colors, and thus nanallng oysrem
the full environment of the spacecraft is illustrated.

The Deep Space Network on-site data processing

The removable spacecraft model is mounted on a (OSDP) subsystem was integrated into the Surveyor
three-degrees-of-freedom gimbal assembly at the center telemetry and command data handling system. This
of the hemisphere. The model contains small optical enables the Surveyor equipment to function within the
projectors which illuminate the interior surface of the expanded data handling configuration and to output
hemisphere with scaled representations of the spacecraft telemetry data directly onto the high-speed data line in
sensors fields of view. the event the OSDP subsystem is unavailable.

The automated gimbal assembly is driven from the The Surveyor on-site telemetry and command data hart-
control console. This console contains the equipment dling system consists of (1) the Deep Space Network
necessary to place the model in any required initial on-site data processing subsystem; (2)the command and
attitude, and then to duplicate the attitude motions of data handling console (CDC); (3) the buffering equip-
the spacecraft in space. As the spacecraft refers to no ment necessary to establish a compatible electrical inter-
coordinate system other than its own, the console contains face between the CDC and the OSDP subsystem; (4) the
a small analog computer which provides the conversion communications signal converting equipment necessary
from the input commands in body-centered coordinates to establish a compatible electrical interface between the
to gimbal-referenced motion. CDC and the operational communications system; and

(5) the control, switching, patching, and input--output
The system can be used to visually analyze a space- equipment necessary to integrate the CDC and the OSDP

craft maneuver prior to the actual performance of the s,lbsystem into an operational entity.

117
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SPACE SCIENCES

VII. Space Instrument Development

A. Mariner C "IV Subsystem produced at the plate. "['heassociatedelectronic circuiUT
provides two synchronized power pulses that have an

Camera-Shutter Electronics absolute minimum drain on the spacecraft power supply.
This is accomplished by using charged capacitors as the

Experience with the Mariner C TV subsystem flight source of supply for the solenoid drive. The basic circuitry
cameras has indicated that, with extended operation, the
shutter action may become uncertain. This has been
attributed to the increased friction caused by wear. It
has been noted that, at times when "open-shutter" has ROTATING BEARINGS
been maintained, "close-shutter" has faltered. Among
other steps that have been taken to alleviate this problem,
the electronic mechanization has been more closely inves- c CIRCUIT
tigated in order to determine operating margins and pos-
sible improvements. /%

a. Description of electromecbanbrm. The TV camera MECHANICALToRQUE_(1

used a two-pulse electromechanicalshutter where the ---'_ _
-----IP PLUNGERORIVE

exposuretime is determinedby the spacingbetween the
pulses.The shutterdrive is by rotary electricalsolenoid.
The axial thrust of the solenoidplunger is transferredto
rotary motion by a self.contained mechanism, using the \
principle o£a fTictionless screw thread. The screw-thread _. RETURN SPRING
ection is providedby a suitably indented rotaryplatethat

is driven by the plunger through hall bearings. The rela- _-COIL
tionship of the drive to the magnetic circuit is illustrated
in Fig, 1. With a nominal power input to the solenoid Fig. 1. Magnetic circuitoperationof Mariner C
coil of 14 w, 0.5 amp at 28 v, a torque of 3.5 in.-oz is TV subsystemshutter solenoid

59
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m For the solenoid of interest,

i 100 - 8,5

L L _ = 100 = 0.15.01 . SOLENOID Cl C2

R A conversion factor of I w = 141.5 in.-oz/sec permits an
estimate of the torque F for a given power pulse. Thus,

_o v __[ F = 141.5 Wt,bm

where W is the peak power, and t is the width of the) - ) O2 O3-_ applied current pulse. An optimum pulse width has been
found to be 25 msec; hence, for an applied peak power of

sl sz 14 w, F = 141.5 X ]4 × 0.025 × 0.15 = 7.5 in.-oz."L
OPENANDCLOSE OPEN CLOSE The manufacturer's specified torque veriB_d in the lab-

oratory for a 14-w input is 3.5 in.-oz, which reduces the
Fig. 2. Capacitor discharge drive to solenoid e_ciency estimated to above0.07. This latter figure in-

cludesincidental electromechanical losses not allowed for
in the preliminary estimate. The effective torque producedis shown in Fig. 2. Drive pulses to the solenoid are con-

trolled by power transistor gates. The power transistor is thus 0.25 in.-oz/w. The required minimum _)wer input
switch $1 closes with alternate closure of $2 and $3, the to activate the solenoid only against the solenoid return
open and close gates. At all other times, $1, $2, and $3 spring was measured to be 6 w or 1.5 in.-oz torque. With
are open and capacitors C1 and C2 are charging through the shutter mechanism attached to the solenoid, the mini-
diodes D2 and D3, respectively. The charging time is mum power input required was 12 w or 3 in.-oz torque.

The electronic drive for Mariner C was designed for athe time between pictures: 48 _ec. Unwanted energy
stored in the solenoid (nductar c_ after application of minimum peak-power pulse for all expected conditions of
the p"Jse is discharged through D1 afte_ $1, $2, and 16 w or a torque of 4.0 in.-oz. This provides a 305 reserve
$3 open. for a normally operating shutter mechanism.

¢. Ava//ab/e power. Power for the solenoid is derivedb. E_c/ency. The relationship between electrical power
input and torque is of interest. To a close approximation from a charged capacitor. The input energy requirement
the torque produced by the sole;told is a direct function W_ for a 16-w, 25-msec pulse is 16 × 0.025 -- 0.4 w-see.
of power input, i.e., The capacitor discharge must be adequate to supply this

solenoid energy over the 25-msec interval. The percentag_ _,
F = k_W = k=P. of power utilized may be determined by integration in

terms of the discharge time constant. Thus, the normalized

It should be noted that power dissipated in the resistive power discharge
component of the coil performs no useful work. For this

(solenoid, close to 90_ of the total power input is dissipated W_ = exp - dt = exp -
in resistive losses. Power applied following plunger opera- "T o
tion is also wasted power, but possible losses here can be
minimized by controlling the pulse length. A preliminary When t is infinite, Wd = 0.5. For a discharge capacitance
estimate of electromcchanical conversion efficiency ,/may C = 000 _J, a mleaoid R = 85 ohms, T = RC = 56 msec.
be made by expressing the peak power taken to drive The normal/zed power removed from the capacitor dur-
the shutter in terms of the current and an effective electri- ing a 25-msec pulse is Wd = 1 - 0.4/2 = 0.3. Hence,
cal resistance R_ that will be higher than R, the coil dc 60_ of the stored energy is available for use in the first
resistance. Neglecting for the present inc4d*_ntalelectro- 25 msec. Tl,e power discharge is illustrated in Fig. 3.
mechanical losses that are difficult to assess= The available stored en_gy in the capacitor

e,.-s {= II. " W,= CE'f0.83w4ec
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Fig, 3. Normalizedenergydischargeof capacitor _ i

for a chargingpotential of 50 v. Hence, the available Fig.4. Solenoidoperationas a switchedimpedancefunction
power in a _5-msec interval Wd = 0.83 × 0.6 = 0.5 w-sec.
This indicates that the capacitor storage is adequate for
a 16-w drive pulse of 25-msec duration. In this particular case where (R/2L) 2 is substantially

greater than I/LC, the roots of the equation may he ex-

d. Current pu_e. Because of the presence of storage pressed with su_cient accuracy and with more meaning
elements, deviations from an ideal square-wave current in terms of the t/me constants RC and L/R, noting
pulse are to he expected. The current pulse waveform (I- 8)_ _ 1 - 8/2. Hence,

may he determined from the impedance function LCR 1
that represents the solenoid circuit shown in Fig. 4. The
transform current t =

I(=)= E(,) I " so that
,L+s+_

t=A, exp(-_C)+ A=exp(-_ -_t)
For unit voltage drive,

1 • s 1 Evaluating the comtants by partial fractiom,

t= = 1 1

R 1 (, + =,)(, + =,)' A, = -----._l A.= -------]- [

where =, and =, are the root=d the equations. U_ing the RCL RCL
Laplace trandormation, the solution is of the form = R'C----'L = --R'CL asR'C > 41,

L L

= A,=,_(-..0 + A,e:,_(-.,,_), R R

where For a voltage pulse of amplitude E,

R r/R \' E

""':- Lk) - '--

6!
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The current is seen to be the difference of two exponen- oe
tials associated with the time constant_ of L and C.

;. [.,. (-,/Re)-.x, (-m/,)]
The value of L may be found by applying a step furc- 0_

tion current of appropriate magnitude to the solenoid, S._N ?

firstwith the relay held open and then with the relay held
closed. In this particular application, 400-cps bridge

measurements of L without de current are quite erro- _ o4
neous. The value of L is estimated from the time-constant _." _ '
characteristic as observed on an oscilloscope trace. The z _,lo(-q_¢)
measured value for the solenoid relay held open was " "_

03
Lo = 0.92H, and that for the solenoid held closed was oo
L, = 0.SH. Briefly, the _ow of solenoid current with the z
application of a voltage pulse is as follows: At transistor w
switch closure, e,. is in direct oppostion to ec so that the o o _
current at to is zero. The current rapidly rises to a peak as
el. drops to zero. After reaching a peak, i steadily decreases
as the capacitor discharges. However, as the plunger is _p(-RI/L)
fully inserted, L is suddenly increased. The inductive 0
potential eL is, at this time, in phase conjunction with e_
by virtue of

di o .... ,o 2o 3o 40 so
et, = - L_.

TIME, mse¢

The resultant discontinuity produces a current boost to Fig. 5. Calculated solenoid-current
the solenoid. The switch now opens, and the inductive waveform
energy is discharged through diode D1. Using the equa-
tion developed above, a plot of current versus time was
made, as shown in Fig. 5. After the initial current surge,

E,-'elL'' becomes insignificant,and the current falls off (o) WITHDIODED2 HCONNECTED 20
at the rate of E-"lee). Following switch opening at

t = 25 reset, the current decays at the rate of E (_/,.)t _ ._JL_
For comnarison purposes, a photograph of the actual / ""- /", / 160 ta¢

current waveform is shown in Fig. 6(a). The waveforms _
agree within the tolerances of the various circuit param- _ "_
eters, including the value of the applied potential. _ ,

e. Unequal pulses. Fig 6(a) ind/eates that the close .......... _ "x__
current pulse magnitude is somewhat less than that of the TIME
openpulse,representinga 205 dropin torque.Returning

to Fig. 2, the openpulseis producedwhen C1 discharges (b) WITHoIsCONNECTEoDIOOIE02 H.aOm_
throughSI and$9..A shorttime later(200msecor less),SI
and $3 close to produce the close-current pulse. However, l ._L.
part of the charge on C2 boosts the charge o. CI via the / ,so
diode D2, resulting in a loss of energy to the solenoid.

This loss in charge may be prevented by removing the _ :
diode D2. This deletion is Imssible since the charge cycle o
,:.: :,l fact, proceed through the transistor switch S2

witht_ _ the diode D2 being connected. This is because, TIl_
during ctmrge, the base-collector contact becomes reverie-
biased aud acts as a forward.biased diode. But, in this Nil. 6. Meastm,d salenoid.t_rmnt
c;_', the base resistor B2 is sulBeiently high to allowonb/ waveferm
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a small fraction of the charge on C2 to be transferred and change in power, say from 20 to 30 w, may represent a
yet is inconsequential in the charging of C1. Without the complete l'edesign with the replacement of many of the
diode, the current pulses are almost identical, as shown key components.
in Fig. 6(b).

In the design of the Mariner "tW subsystem shutter
Replacement of the transistor switches by hard-c/rcuit mechanization, an hladequate allowance was made for

elements, i.e., mechanical relays, has indicated that any any increased torque requirements produced by wear.
losses introduced bythe transistorswitching are negligible. However, the margin of power reserve built into the elec-

tronics at>pears to be sufficient to accommodate a 50S
f. Conc/udon. The design of the shutter drive illustrates increase in the torque demand resulting from wear.

a typical difficulty encountered with an integrated electro- Equalizing the pulse drive on open- and close-shutter
mechanical subassembly. Whereas for the mechanical oxvx_'.ationincreases the operating margin. Extensive tests
designer a 50S increase in torque requirement probably give no indication of any new problems arising when D2
presents no real hardship, for the electronic designer a is dis,_nnected.
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